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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, unsteady interacting boundary-layer theory is used to investigate the 
response of a viscous flow near a solid wall to the motion of a vortex above the wall. The 
boundary-layer equations are solved numerically using a Lagrangian description of the 
motion and interacting boundary-layer solutions are obtained for four Reynolds numbers, 
Re=l05, 106, 101, 10s. Previous numerical results obtained by Peridier (1989) have been 
checked and confinned. The original codes written in RATFOR have been rewritten into 
FORTRAN and solutions have been obtained on a series of reduced mesh sizes. In 
addition, a more accurate Cauchy integral solver has been used in the interaction condition 
that couples the boundary-layer solution to the external flow solution. The results show that 
the interacting boundary-layer solutions all tenninate in a singularity at finite time after the 
initiation of the motion. 
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1.1 Background 
Chapter One 
Introduction 
The problem of fluid flow over a solid boundary at high Reynolds number is an 
important subject that occurs in a wide variety of engineering applications and that has 
attracted experimental and theoretical interest for several decades. This flow field is 
g~nerally described by two regions: the "inner'' region and the "outer" region. The "inner" 
region is a very thin boundary-layer region near the solid wall. This concept was first 
introduced by Prandtl ( 1904) in order to satisfy the no-slip condition on the solid 
boundary. In this region, strong viscous effects and large velocity gradients exist and the 
velocity rises abruptly from zero at the solid wall to its values in the mainstream. This 
region is the so- called "boundary layer''. The remaining "outer'' region is the region where 
the main flow is inviscid and is the so-calle~ "outer'' flow. As shown in Figure 1.1, if the 
pressure gradient of the outer flow is adverse (l i.e. op > 0 ), then a region of reverse flow OX 
can eventually appear in the downstream and separation can occur at XsT and Xsa. The 
classical definition of a separation point is a point at which the shear stress vanishes. In 
other words, the velocity gradient vanishes at that point; i.e. OU (x,O)=O. For boundary oy 
layer flows, an exact similarity solution to a uniform flow past a semi-infinite plate for the 
boundary layer was obtained by Blasius in 1908 ( see Figure 1.2 (a)). However, most of 
our interest in practical applications is in finite thick bodies and the solutions obtained from 
the simplest geometry described above cannot be used for all casese 
la 
- --- - . ' ~-· ·- - ·-~- ~-", 
•· .. : .'.,. ·~ 
. ---· - . ~ - -
. ' - - . ~ .. -·· ·- --- - -- , --- . 
In 1930, Goldstein considered the near-wake of the finite plate, and showed that 
continuation of the Blasius solution beyond the trailing edge is possible. Because there is 
an abrupt change in the boundary condition at the trailing edge from the no-slip condition 
outer inviscid flow 
the "outer" region 
frontal stagnation point 
... 
Figure 1.1 Nature of the flow field over the body. 
XsT is the location of seperation at the top and 
Xse is the location of seperation at the bottom. 
boundary layer with 
strong viscous effects 
the "inner'' region 
on the plate ( u=O) to the symmetry condition on the wake centerline ( Ou = 0 ), it is oy 
necessary to introduce a thin sublayer along this centerline. The ref ore, the boundary layer 
near the trailing edge is a two-tiered region wherein the streamwise velocity can join onto 
the upstream Blasius solution. However the normal velocity has a singularity near the 
2 
trailing edge ( see Figure 1.2 (b)) and to remove the singularity it is necessary to introduce 
a further multi-layer structure near the trailing edge. Goldstein, in 1948, also showed 
boundary layers with prescribed adverse pressure gradients will develop a singularity when 
the numerical solutions approach the separation point ( like XsT or Xsa in Figure 1.1 ). 
This is the so-called Goldstein singularity. Any non-interactive numerical computation 
cannot be continued beyond the Goldstein singularity. The new multi-structured region 
----~ 
-----~ 
Uoa 
Blasius boundary layer 
Re·112 
u=O & v=O at y=O (no slip condition) semi-infinite plate 
(a) the classical Blasius boundary layer for Re -+ co 
-------~ 
------
-~ Uoa 
Goldstein outer near wake 
-------~ 
- - - - - - -
- -
Goldstein inner near wake 
a ftnite plane 
u=O & v=O at y=O (no slip condition) 
... 
c u = 0 at y=O (symmetry condition) 
... 
cy 
(b) the double-structured Goldstein near wake for Re -+co 
3 
----~ 
----~Uoo 
----~ 
~- -------------
---------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: Re-:va 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Re·318 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(c) the triple deck structure for Re -+ oo 
Figure 1.2 Three typical boundary layers. 
upper deck 
main deck 
lower deck 
Goldstein outer 
nearwake 
- - - - . 
oldstein inner 
nearwake 
nearing the trailing edge of a finite flat plane (as well as near a steady separation point) was 
developed by Messiter (1970) and Stewartson (1969) in order to provide a relatively 
,,· 
smooth transition between the Blasius boundary layer and the Goldstein near wake. This 
multi-structured region is referred to as the "triple deck" ( see Figure 1.2 (c) ). 
The numerical procedure for solving boundary layer problems using the classical 
interactive strategy is: (1) solve the outer inviscid problem; then (2) use the pressure 
gradient predicted by this inviscid solution as a boundary condition to calculate the 
boundary-layer solution, then (3) correct the outer flow based on the boundary layer 
displacement thickness distribution. These steps would then be recomputed in an iteration 
scheme in a hierarchical fashion. Unfortunately, this classical interactive strategy will 
inevitably encounter the Goldstein singularity at the point of separation and the numerical 
methods will lead to a breakdown at this point. Regretfully, most practical problems do 
have a strong interaction between the boundary layer and the outer flow. The classical 
~ 
4 
~. 
interactive strategy, therefore, can only be used in the simplest cases ( e.g. flow past a 
~ 
semi-infinite plate ). For this reason, the required new interactive strategy was developed 
which brings us to the triple-deck structure. Fortunately, the Goldstein singularity can be 
treated by the triple-deck theory for many problems. As shown in Figure 1.2 (c), the triple 
deck includes the upper, main, and lower decks. It extents streamwise to O( Re·318 ) and is 
centered on the trailing edge. Near the wall, the lower deck has a thickness O( Re·518 ) and 
• 
the flow is governed by the boundary-layer equations. In this viscous thin sublayer, the 
pressure gradient is unknown and must be computed through an interactive calculation 
involving the upper layers. The main deck has a thickness O( Re- 112 ) and merges to the 
Goldstein outer wake which is a streamwise continuation of the upstream boundary layer. 
The upper deck is a region above the boundary layer which is inviscid and irrotational and 
has a thickness O( Re-318 ). The slow viscous flow in the thin lower deck induces a 
significant pressure gradient which is transmitted through the main deck and will then 
displace the upper deck. Through the interaction with the upper deck potential-flow, this 
pressure disturbance will feed back to the lower deck. This important feature of the triple-
deck theory is truly interactive instead of hierarchical. 
1.2 Model Problem 
In this study, our interest is in unsteady interactive boundary-layer flows and the 
,)• 
model problem of interest was originally considered by Walker (1978). It consists of the 
unsteady boundary layer induced by a single rectilinear vortex filament in an otherwise 
stagnant flow above an infmite plane wall. Unsteady boundary-layer flows normally evolve 
toward a strong unsteady interaction with the outer inviscid flow. Such phenomena occur 
in a variety of important engineering applications such as the flows occurring in 
5 
turbomachinery and on moving airfoil surfaces. At first, the boundary layer near a wall is 
well-described by conventional boundary layer theory. However at a certain stage, the thin 
viscous layer begins to erupt along a relatively narrow band in the streamwise 
direction. This eruptive behavior forces the boundary layer to leave the wall and move into 
the external flow field. This process is known as a strong unsteady viscous-inviscid 
interaction. 
One objective of the present study was to rewrite the programs produced by 
Peridier (1989) in RATFOR into the conventional FORTRAN language and, through this, 
to understand the theories and computational algorithms for the evolution of strongly 
interacting boundary-layer flows. In Peridier's dissertation ( 1989), she used the 
conventional Eulerian methods as well as new Lagrangian methods to compute the 
unsteady two-dimensional boundary-layer flow near the onset of the eruptive behavior for 
the model problem. This model problem provides a good example involving most of the 
features of this type of phenomena. Many conventional methods proved to be unsuccessful 
if Eulerian coordinates were used to describe the ejection of the boundary layer flow. This 
is due to the fact that when the narrow band begins to form in the boundary layer, the 
Eulerian description of the unsteady fluid flow will eventually be difficult to resolve 
accurately in this area of locally intense variations. However, before the boundary-layer 
flow starts to grow eruptively into the outer flow, the conventional Eulerian description of 
the unsteady flow works well and is easily f onnulated. On the other hand, the Lagrangian 
description of the fluid motion is complex and difficult to formulate, but it can overcome 
the difficulty which we encounter when using Eulerian methods. The Lagrangian methods 
were introduced by Van Dommelen (1981). The trajectories of a large number of fluid 
• 
particles are computed at each time step in this f onnulation. It has been demonstrated that 
the motion of the flow can be accurately computed by using the Lagrangian equations even 
as the fluid is ejected from the boundary layer. 
6 
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The model problem for the present study is depicted in Figure 1.3. A rectilinear 
vortex has the strength +K and is located above an infinite plane wall with the 
incompressible fluid at rest at infinity. The distance between the wall and the vortex is.__ 
Inviscid theory ( e.g. Milne-Thomson 1962 p.359) predicts that the vortex will convect to 
the right with a constant speed proportional to its strength K and inversely proportional to 
its normal distance a from the plane wall. It will also remain at this constant height • above 
the wall for all time.The constant velocity of the vortex is 
• y 
Figure 1.3 
V - K C - 2., • 
- 1C 
V=.-K 
C 2a 
---~ 
V = _x 
C 241 
Diagram for the model problem with a 
characteristic length .. and a reference 
velocity VO• 
7 
: .',.;"--~:;.:._· .. -:_-;,.::!'!-~~. 
. · .. ·.~:- - --.- ---~- ~ 
( 1.1) 
lfwe assume that at time t* = 0 the vortex with positive strength K above the wall is located 
at ("Ko•, "') and the image vortex with negative strength K below the plane wall is located at 
("Ko•,-•), then the complex potential at all subsequent times t* of the model problem is 
• • w=<t> +,111 
_ In ( Z -~ - l"' - Vet· ) 
--lK 
Z - ~+,., -Vet· 
= - l K [ In ( Z -~ - la. - V ct•) 
- In ( Z -~ +,"' -V ct• ) ], (1.2) 
where Z is the complex variable x* +, y*. By differentiating equation ( 1.2), we get the 
velocity components 
dw - u· ·v· ~ -, 
dZ 
= -lK [ 1 - 1 ] 
Z -~ - l 11, - V ct* Z -~ + la. - V ct* 
=-lK[ 1 
(x* -~ - V ct*) + l (y* - a. ) 
-
1 ]. 
(x* - x; -V ct*) + l (y* + "' ) 
As y* approaches infinity, equation (1.3) becomes 
dw 
dZ 
=-lK[ 1 - 1 ] 
(x* - x; -Vet*) - l., (x* -~ - Vet*)+ l"' 
_ . [ (x* - ~ - Vet*)+ la. - (x* - ~ - Vet*)+ l"'] 
--iK 
(x* - ~ - Vct*)2 + a,2 
=-lK[ 2la, ] 
(x* - ~ - Vct*)2 + a.2 
- 2a,K 
- ----=------a.....---- . 
(x* - x; -V ct*)2 + ,i2 
8 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Therefore the inviscid velocity induced by the vortex near the surface is 
v· = o. 
(1.5) 
From equation ( 1.5), the inviscid solution obviously fails to satisfy the no-slip condition on 
the wall. Therefore the thin boundary-layer flow near the wall must be calculated in order to 
complete the solution of the model problem. The inviscid flow here is unsteady, 
corresponding to the coordinate system fixed in the wall, viz. in the laboratory frame. The 
• 
stream function \II is defined by 
u· = o"'· , 
oy* 
v· = -o"'· . 
ox* ( 1.6) 
As shown in Figure 1. 3, it is convenient to choose , and V c as the characteristic length 
and velocity used to define dimensionless variables as below: 
* 
* Y= L x=L 
.. ' .. ' 
U= U* 
Ve' 
V= V* Ve. 
Hence equation (1.6) becomes 
u = 1 CJlll* 
., Ve oY ' 
(1. 7) 
(1.8) 
By using the method of images and assuming the instantaneous location of the vortex is at 
( Xy(t) , Yv(t) ) where x.,(t) and Yv(t) are in dimensionless forms, the stream function at any 
9 
/' 
point P due to this vortex has the value 
where 
!l. r2 
w· = - x In ( ~ ) + 1e In ( ~ ) 
.. .. 
!l 
=-xln(~) 
r2 
-
.. 
1 
( X - xv(t) )2 + ( Y - Y v(t) )2 2 
= - 1C In ---------
( X - xv(t) )2 + ( Y + Y v(t) )2 
( X - xv(t) )2 + ( Y - Y v(t) )2 
= - 1C In ---------
2 ( X - xv(t) )2 + ( Y + Y v(t) )2 
= _ ._ V c 1n ( X - Xv(t) )2 + ( Y - Y v(t) )2 \ 
( X - Xv(t) )2 + ( Y + Y v{t) )2 / 
= - "V C \II, 
K = ., V and m = - 1n ( x - xv(t) )2 + ( y - y v{t) )2 . 
2 C y ( X - xv(t) )2 + ( Y + Y v(t) )2 
( 1.9) 
( 1.10) 
The new stream function \II is defined in terms of nondimensional variables and equation 
(1.8) can be rewritten as 
U = Ow 
' oY 
V=- 0\11. 
ox (1.11) 
From equations (1.10) and (1.11), it is not difficult to find the velocity components 
( Uv<t) , Vv(t) ) at the vortex which has coordinates (x, Y) = ( x..,(t) , Y v<t> ) (Peridier, 1989) 
U=(J\jl = 1 =dxv 
v OY < xv(t), y v(t)) y vC t) . dt ' 
10 
' ...... ··~ 
• 
With initial conditions ~ - Xo 
.. 
., 
= Xo , Y v - - = 1, the solution of the moving vortex 
., 
trajectory will be given by 
xv(t) = Xo + t , Y v(t) = 1. ( 1.13) 
However, the inviscid motion is independent of time with respect to coordinates 
convecting uniformly with the vortex,viz. in the convecting reference frame of the vortex. 
Now let~ measure streamwise distance in the moving reference frame. It should be noted 
that in this coordinate system, the wall moves to the left with velocity -Ve. By 
superimposing a uniform velocity Ve to the model problem, i.e. the image of the line 
vortex, the stream function with initial conditions ( x•, y*) = ( 0, ., ) in this coordinate 
system is given by 
where 
-· \ 
' 
• V •Ktn \II=- cY - 2 
x*2 + ( Y * - " )2 \ 
x·2 + c y ·+" >2 / 
.. -, 
_ • x•2+(y*-")2 \ 
--VcY -6Vc In / 
x•2 + ( y •+ ., )2 
y* x•2 + ( y • _ 6 )2 \ 
=-«.V -+In 
C 4' x*2 + ( y * + 4' )2 / 
x2 + ( Y - 1 )2 
=-.,VcY+ln 
x2 + ( y + 1 )2 
=., Yew, 
x2 + ( y - 1 )2 \ 
1jJ = -Y - 1n x2 + ( y + 1 )2 / , 
• x=x_ 
.. 
* Y =¥_ 
' . .. 
11 
• 
(1.14) 
(1.15a) 
(1.15b) 
The streamlines of the inviscid flow in this moving frame of reference are shown in Figure 
1.4. To find the stagnation points, i.e the locations of u• = 0 and v• = 0 or: = 0, the 
complex potential is applied again 
w* = o 
• y 
w = -,1e1n( z_,., )-V z. 
Z+i,& e , 
dw = 0 = - I, K ( 1 - I ) - Ve 
dZ Z-1,"' Z+l"' 
• 
• • 
= -lK( 21 "' )-Ve, 
2 2 + .,2 
2K"' =V = K 
e 2 ' 2 2 + .,2 "' 
z2 = 3 .,2, Z = ± ~ "' = x* + 1, y*. 
w* = o 
Kelvin oval 
• 
( 0, "' ) 
(O,O) 
Figure 1.4 Streamlines of the inviscid flow in the 
moving coordinate system. 
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( 1.16) 
( 1.17) 
( 1.18) 
w* = o 
Therefore the stagnation points are ( + {3 .. , 0 ) and ( - {3., , 0 ). Another feature of the 
inviscid flow near the wall is that u* will increase monotonically from Oto a maximum 
value of 3V0 as we move from the trailing stagnation point in the negative x* directio
n from 
+{3"' to 0. Subsequently u* decre.ases to zero as x* approaches the rear stagnation point, 
i.e. -{3 .. . This can be verified from equation ( 1.17). The maximum u* at w* = 0 occurs 
when x* = 0 and y* -+ 0 
dw 
dZ 
= u • - l v* = - l K ( ___;:;I;;.__ - 1 ) - V c z_,., z+,., 
= - l K ( l - l ) - Ve 
x• + ( y• - "' J l x• + ( y• - a, ) l 
=-iK( x*-(y*-•)i - x*-(y*+,)i )-Ve 
x•2 + ( y• _ "')2 x•2 + ( y*+ "')2 
Y• - .. y*+ a, 
= - 1< ( - ) - Ve 
x•2 + ( y* _ "')2 x*2 + ( y•+ "')2 
x• x• 
-lK( - ), 
x•2 + ( y*- "')2 x•2 + ( y•+ "')2 
x* x* v* = + x ( - ) . 
x•2 + ( y* _ ")2 x*2 + ( y*+ a, )2 
As y* -+ 0 & x* = 0 , u* = 2 x - V c = 3 V c , v* = 0. 
.. 
(1.19) 
( 1.20) 
( 1.21) 
The boundary conditions at the wall will be changed from the no-slip conditions to u*= -V0 
and v*= 0. The velocity U00 at the boundary-layer edge will be obtained by differentiating 
equation (1.15a) with respect to Y and taking the limit Y-+ 0. This also can be obtained 
from equation (1.20) in the dimensionless form as Y-+ 0. 
13 
u = Oll' = u• = _ 1 _ 2 ( Y - 1 ) + 2 ( Y + 1 ) 
00 iJY 11.1 y _. 0 V c as Y -+ o x2 + ( Y - 1 )2 x2 + ( Y + 1 )2 
= -1 + 4 
x2 + 1 • 
asY-+ 0 
( 1.22) 
Once U
00 
is known, the pressure gradient can be derived from the differentiated Bernoulli 
equation along a streamline just above the boundary-layer edge, viz. 
OJ> = • Uoo CJUoo = • ( -1 + 4 } { -8 X ) 
ax ax x2 + 1 ( x2 + 1 )2 
= _ { 8 X 3 - 24 X } . 
( x2 + 1 )3 ( 1.23) 
For O s x s {3, i.e. the zone between the vortex center at x = 0 and the front stagnation 
point at x = {3, the pressure gradient is greater than zero ( op > 0 ). This means it is a 
ax 
region of the adverse pressure gradient and the flow is expected to separate eventually. By 
integrating equation ( 1.23), the pressure distributions can be easily found 
p(x) = Poo -
= Poo-
8 x3 - 24 x dx 
( x2 + 1 )3 
4 ( x2 + 1) - 16 2x dx 
( x2 + 1 )3 
4 8 
= Poo + - ---=---
x2 + 1 ( x2 + 1 )2 
4 ( x2 - 1 ) 
=p + ----
00 ' (x2+1)2 
where Poo is the constant pressure as lxl --+ 00• 
14 
(1.24) 
'.:· \..-;:...·.·-~- -~-:.. :"'··. - - . 
1.3 Basic Equations in Eulerian Variables 
The general equations of continuity and momentum for two-dimensional unsteady 
incompressible flow in Cartesian coordinates system are 
Du* CJ u* • CJ u* • CJ u* 1 CJ p* 
= + U + V = -- +v 
Dt* a 1· ax· a y* pa x* 
D v* CJ v* • CJ v* • CJ v* 1 CJ p* 
= + U + V = -- +v 
Dt* at· 
au· av* 
--+ =0. 
ox* oy* 
ax· a y• Pay* 
o2 u* o2 u* 
+ 
' 0 x*2 a y•2 (1.25 a) 
o2 v* o2 v* 
+ 
' 0 x*2 a y*2 (1.25 b) 
(1.25 c) 
Now let , be a typical length and VO be a typical speed. If u is the kinematic viscosity of 
the fluid and pis the fluid density, then the Reynolds number can be defined by 
Re= v e"'. 
V ( 1.26) 
First we will nondirnensionize equations (1.25a), {1.25b), and (1.25c) by defining the 
dimensionless outer variables 
. x* X=-
., ' 
* y = ¥__ 
(I, ' 
* U=u 
Ve' 
* v=v 
Ve ' 
t = t*Vc 
(I, ' 
• p = p . 
P Ve2 ( 1.27) 
By substituting equation (1.27) into equations (1.25a), (1.25b), and (1.25c) respectively, 
we obtain the dimensionless equations: 
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... . - _-. . -· . . 
- ~.-. 
', . . ~ . , 
_V ____ c2 _a u_ + V c2 u O u + V c2 V O u = -V c2 0 p + V Ve 0
2 u + _o2_U_ 
' 
.. a t • a x • a v • a x , 2 a x2 a v
2 ( 1.28a) 
V c2 0 V + V c2 U O V + V c2 VO V = _ V c2 0 p + v Ve 0
2 V + 02 V 
' 
.. a t • a x • a Y " a Y • 2 o x2 a v
2 (1.28b) 
Ve O U + Ve O V = 0 
' 
.. ax •av (1.28c) 
then, dividing by V/ in equations (1.28a, b) and by Vo in equation (1.28c) we get 
., ., 
I 2 2 au+uou+vou=_op+ 1 a u+a u 
0 t O X O Y O X Re \o X2 O y2 ' (1.29a) 
/ 
2 2 
av+uov+vav=_oP+t av+av 
0 t O X O Y O Y Re \ 0 X2 O Y2 ' (1.29b) 
au+ av= o. 
ax av (1.29c) 
In order to satisfy the no-slip conditions at all solid surfaces ( i.e. Y = 0 ), the boundary 
conditions for these equations are 
U=O 
' 
V = 0. (1.29d) 
t ) 
In 'thtlimit Re -+ oo and at locations remote from the wall, equations ( 1.29a) and ( 1.29b) 
will reduce to the unsteady Euler equations, because the viscous terms on the right s
ide of 
both equations approach zero. Since it is impossible to enforce the tangential velocity
 U = 0 
at Y = 0 ( i.e. in this case the no-slip condition cannot be satisfied and the reasonable choice 
is no normal velocity at Y = 0 ), equations (1.29a, b, c, d) become 
16 
~ ~---.. ~J 
av+uav+vav=_ap, 
at ax av av 
au+av=o. 
ax av 
U ~ Ue ( X, t) as Y ~ 0 , V = 0 at Y = 0. 
( 1.30a) 
( 1.30b) 
( 1.30c) 
( 1.30d) 
Now consider the boundary layer which is thin and is required to adjust U to O on the wall 
Y=O. In order to obtain the boundary-layer equations, we need to magnify the coordinate 
y* and the velocity v* near the boundary y*=O, i.e. the dimensionless variables y and v in 
the boundary layer as shown in figure 1.5. Therefore dimensionless boundary-layer 
variables are introduced according to 
• x=x__=X 
.. ' 
• 
y = ( ~ ) Rea = Y Rea, 
• 
u= u = U 
Ve ' 
• 
v = ( ~c) Rell= V Rell, ( 1.31) 
where a and~ are to be determined by substituting equation (1.31) into equations (1.29a, 
b, c). The procedure is as follows: 
Step (1) Substitute equation ( 1.31) into the equation of continuity, i.e. equation 
(1.29c) to obtain 
a u + Rea - II a V = 0. 
ax oy (1.32) 
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Step (2) 
To balance both tenns as Re-+ 00 , we must insist that a=~. 
Substituting equation ( 1.31) into the x momentum equation, i.e. equation 
(1.29a), we get 
( 1.33) 
a u a u au a P 1 0
2 
u R-' 1 0
2 
u 
-+u +v =- + + e-a· 
0 t O X O y CJ X Re CJ x2 CJ y2 
• 
In order to balance the convective tenns and the second viscous tenn in the 
limit Re-+ 00 , we must have 2 ex - 1 = 0. Therefore, ex=~- r 
In the outer flow: In the boundary layer: 
As Y-+ 0, V = 0 As y -+ oo, u-+ Ue ( x, t ) 
U-+ Ue ( X, t) 
V 
y The outer flow 
V 
The bounadry layer 
Figure 1.5 Cartesian coordinate system 
for the outer flow and the boundary layer 
( all vairables are dimensionless). 
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u 
u 
Step (3) From step (1) and step (2), we know a= J3 =~.By substituting (1.31) 
into they momentum equation, equation ( 1.29b) can be rewritten as 
1 av av av 
-+u +v-
Re at a X a y 
2 2 
_ op 1 a v 1 a v 
- - + + . 
o y Re2 o x2 Re o y2 ( 1.34) 
In the limit problem Re-+ 00 , equation (1.34) simply becomes Op = 0. oy 
This indicates that the pressure pis independent ofy. 
The thickness of the boundary layer shrinks to zero and is proportional to Re· 112 as 
Re -+ 00• The boundary layer equations are exact in the limit Re -+ 00 and are given by 
y = Re112 y' v = Re 112 V 
Ou Ou Ou Op 02 u 
-+u +v =- +~-
a t a x a y a x a y2 
The boundary conditions for these equations are 
u=v=O 
' 
aty=O, 
' 
u-+ Ue ( x, t ), as y-+oo. 
' 
In addition, an initial condition, ~ also needs to be specified. 
(1.35a) 
( 1.35b) 
(1.35c) 
( 1.35d) 
There are two strategies to compute the boundary layer flow, i.e. (1) the classical 
" ( 
interactive strategy, viz. the limit problem Re -+ 00 and (2) the interacting boundary-layer 
theory, viz. Re is large but finite. In the classical interactive strategy, we solve the inviscid 
19 
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outer flow first. If this outer flow is irrotational, the flow is governed by a Laplace eq
uation 
for the stream function. This equation, along with the zero nonnal velocity at th
e solid 
surface and the specification of the velocity far from the plane, will completely dete
nnine 
the velocity distribution U. Subsequently, the pressure gradient can be obtained fro
m the 
unsteady Euler equations (1.30a) with OU = 0 or evaluated by differentiation of the oY 
unsteady Bernoulli equation along the streamline at the outer edge of the boundary
 layer. 
The pressure gradient is given by 
_ op = CJUe + Ue CJUe . 
ax ot ax 
( 1.36) 
The outer solution drives the boundary layer flow by this imposed pressure gradi
ent. It 
should be noted here that the solution of the outer velocity U establishes Ue as Y-+ 0
 once 
and for all time in the classical non-interactive strategy. Therefore Ue is a fixed 
value 
during the entire computation of the boundary layer flow. However, in pra
ctical 
engineering application, there is no situation which occurs at infinite Reynolds nu
mber. 
Most of the physical situations which we are interested in take place at large but
 finite 
Reynolds number. The limit problem needs to be modified in order to solve the proble
ms in 
the real world and interactive approach is then needed. In an interacting boundary
 layer 
! 
analysis, a finite but large value of Reynolds number is considered. Asymptotic me
thods 
and the evaluation of a Cauchy principal value integral are involved in the solution o
f such 
problems. The outline of the procedure for steady flow problems is as follows : 
Step (1) Calwlat;thi'outervelocity Ue as Y - 0 and then prescribe the 
displacement thickness instead of the pressure gradient to avoid the 
Goldstein singularity. 
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Step (2) 
Step (3) 
Step (4) 
Enough inf onnation is now available to compute the boundary layer 
equations. 
Solve the problems iteratively via continually recomputing Ue until it 
converges. 
Interacting boundary layer theory is good for local interactions 
and has been extended to some types of flows involving massive 
separation. 
The stream function and the nondimensional displacement thickness r,* for the 
boundary layer can be defmed by 
0\11 
u= oy , 
0\11 
v=-
ox' 
( 1.3 7) 
00 
* 5 = 1 - u ( x, y' t ) d ( y. Ue X, t) ( 1.38) 0 
As y-+ 00, integration of equation (1.37) with the condition (1.35d) gives 
\II= Ue ( x , t ) y + A ( x , t ), ( 1.39) 
where A ( x , t ) can be detennined from equation (1.38) in terms of r,*. We substitute 
equation (1.37) into equation (1.38) and then expand equation (1.38) out to find A ( x, t). 
It follows that 
00 
* 5 = 
0 
21 
1 - 1 0\11 d y, 
Ue oy 
--i:. - . _.-· 
(1.40) 
- ' ~ . "'· , '- ). 
... - ~~ ._ 
because 'I'= 0 at y = O; as y-+ 00, equation (1.40) reduces to 
l) • = lim ( y - l ll' ). 
y-+oo Ue ( 1.41) 
Comparing equation (1.40) with equation (1.39), we now determine A ( x, t) as 
* A ( x , t ) = - Ue ( x , t ) 5 ( x , t ), (1.42) 
therefore, 
'I'= Ue ( x , t ) y - Ue ( x , t ) '6* ( x , t ). ( 1.43) 
The normal velocity at the edge of the boundary layer in terms of the nondimensional 
boundary layer variables can be obtained by equation ( l. 3 7) and ( 1.43) 
as y-+ oo, 0\11 aue a * v = - ox = - ax y + ax ( Ue 5 ). (I .44) 
Rewriting equation (1.44) in tenns of the outer variables (equation (1.35a)) gives 
as Y-+ 0, .rn: oUe.rn: a * vn..c V = - ox vRe Y + ox ( Ue '6 ), 
or V = - OUe y + "1 ~ ( Ue fi* ). ox {Re ox (1.45) 
The outer inviscid flow must satisfy the above condition in order to match the boundary 
layer solution. Consequently equation ( 1.45) suggests that the outer velocity components 
U and V should be expanded as 
1 U = U0 + ... rn: U1 + ..... , 
vRe 
(1.46a) 
22 
I 
V = VO + A rn: V1 + ..... . 
vRe 
( 1.46b) 
-If we use a vector V to represent ( U, V ) , then equations ( 1.46a, b), the unsteady Euler 
equations (i.e. equations (1.30a,b)), and the continuity equation (i.e. equation (I.30c)) 
will become 
-
- 1 -V = ( U, V ) = Vo + ../Re V 1 + ... 
--
Re 
1 
= ( Uo ' Vo ) + .. rn: ( u, ' V 1 ) + . . . . . ' 
vRe 
av I - - - -at +V( 2 V• V)-Vx(VxV )=-Vp, 
-V•V=O. 
(1.47a) 
(1.47b) 
(1.47c) 
The leading term of the velocity field ( U0 , V0 ) satisfies equation ( 1.4 7 c) with the 
boundary conditions equation (1.30d). We have V0 = - d~e Y + ... , as Y -+ 0. 
Comparing this and equation (1.46b) with equation (1.45), we find that the boundary 
condition for the perturbation velocity V1 as Y-+ 0 is!_ ( Ue B* ). In order to find the 
other perturbation velocity U1, we take into account that ( U0 , V0 ) also satisfies the 
unsteady Euler equation (1.47b). If the outer flow is irrotational, this equation is 
(1.48) 
Taking the curl of equation (1.48), we get 
-
-
oV 1- - o(VxV) oil Vx +VxV(-V• V)+VxVp= = =O. at 2 ot at 
~ 
(1.49) 
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This is Kelvin's theorem which states that " An inviscid flow which starts irrotational 
:--.• ,";;;' :°"~ • , .. l._.,'..~'-•~X _. ·-.<._~:. ""'-•_,_ '··~:...,.._· -~--· 
remains so.". Therefore 
~- ~- • n AZ. - •6'() + _ Jn: 1 + . . . . 
vRe 
( 1.50) 
For 2-D flow, there is only one component of the vorticity and equation (1.50) can be 
rewritten in the scalar f onn 
• 
• • 
Consequently 
1 
W = Wo + ... rn: W1 + ... , 
vRe 
oWo = BW1 = O 
at ot . 
_ 0 _ au, av, w, - - aY - ax · 
', ' 
( 1.50) 
\_ ' 
(1.51) 
( 1.52) 
The perturbation field ( Ui, V1 ) satisfies the continuity equation (1.47c) and therefore a 
perturbation stream function w, can be defined by U1 = ~ and V1 = - : . With these 
relations and equation (1.52), we get the Laplace equation forw1• 
(1.53) 
The boundary condition for this equation is V1 = Jx ( Ue 'f>* ), viz. w1 = - Ue 'f>* as Y -+ 0. 
Because the flow at infinity is stagnant, w1 and ~ vanish for X -+ ± co, Y -+ co 
respectively. Then the solution rv:-equation (1.53) can be obtained by applying the 
exponential fonn of the Fourier integral, viz. 
24 
00 
11'1 ( s Y) = I 
' v-2-TC 
e- is x "'i ( X' Y ) dX . . 
- 00 
Equation (1.53) then becomes 
where 
1 
V2 TC 
00 
- 00 
00 
e· isX a2 11'1 dX + 1 
a xi 1/2 TC 
- 00 
00 
e-isX iJ211'1 dX = 1 
a x2 112 1r 
- 00 
00 
00 
a2 
e· isX 'Ill dX = 0, 
av2 
- 00 
dw 00 
= 1 e· i s X 1 + i S 
V2 TC d X - oo 1/2 TC 
e· isX O 11'1 dX 
ax 
and 
• 00 ·2 2 
= 1 s e· i s x ll' l I + 1 s 
1/2 TC - 00 1/2 TC 
1 
112 TC 
00 
- co 
Thus equation (1.55) transforms to 
- 00 
00 
- 00 
a2 '1'1 
-- - s2 '1'1 = 0, 
av2 
which has the solution 
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00 
- 00 
( 1.54) 
( 1.55) 
( 1.56) 
• 
.,,.,, ( 
"---
'I' 1( s 'y) = A(s) esY + B(s) e-sY. ( 1.57) 
We know '1'1 ( s , oo ) = 0. Then ifs> 0, A(s) = 0 and B(s) = '1'1 ( s , 0 ) which is the 
Fourier transform of 1111 ( s , 0 ) or - Ue 5* at Y = 0. Otherwise, ifs < 0, B(s) = 0 and A(s) 
= '1'1 ( s, 0 ). So the solution of equation (1.56) is 
'I' 1 ( s , Y ) = 'I' 1 ( s , o ) e - I sl v 
00 
- -1 
-
v21r 
• 00 
The inverse transform of (1.58) is 
\111 ( X , Y ) = l 
~21T 
00 
00 
-
-1 ( 
21T 
- 00 
- 00 
00 
co 
- 00 
co 
/',.. 
- -1 
- --=--
/'.. * /'.. /',. 
Ue(X) fi (X) dX eis(X- X)-1 slY ds. 
21T 
- 00 
- co 
The inner integral can be expanded out. It follows that 
00 0 
/'.. /'... 
eis(X- X)-sY ds + eis(X- X)+sY ds 
0 .oo 
""' 
= eis(X· X)-sY 
00 ~ 0 
+ eis(X- X)+sY 
""' i ex- X)- v ""' 0 i(X- X)+ Y _oo 
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( 1.58) 
( 1.59) 
• "'.'.· • M·• .,. ·-
_,, .- M ,,,· - - .-,,¥° '.• • _....- , .. ,c._ '!: • - -··.- • -.,:,-:' ·, 0,..,·•- ~ ', • •-~-- :.__....:_ •. ' •·-.$,.-.•,•c•'• • •' ,!·,· ·-\,..• -:,,.~-• --- ' • -- -- __ ..... • ~ 1 '. ," • - •• • ••• 
=--~-1--+--~1--=--=-~=--
............. 
............. 
i(X-X)-Y i(X- X)+Y (X - X )2 + y2 
Finally, we have 
00 
/',. . " /',.. 
Y Ue(X) ~ (X) dX 
• 
(X - X )2 + y2 
- 00 
The perturbation velocity component U1 can be derived now as 
00 
U aw1 a _ 1 1 = iJY = oY ,r 
. /',. 
YUe~ dX 
( X- X )2 + y2 
- -1 
--
rr 
- 1 
-
,r 
- I 
--
7r 
00 
- 00 
00 
- co 
Uel>· {<i-X)2+Y2 }-2Y2Ue5· dX 
{<X-x>2+v2 }2 
00 
{ "' 2 \ "' 2 ( X - X ) + y2 I - 2 ( X - X ) Ue ~ * dX 
- 00 
·.... { ( X -X >2 + y2 }2 
00 
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• 
( 1.60) 
(1.61) 
~ ' . -- 1 '. /;. •' ' /.,.-~ .:· ...... :;/ .. ~-
.. -.-- . ,.- _,,. 
00 
00 
1f 
~( X-X) 0,._ {ue5.}dX. 
< x _ x )2 + y2 ax 
- 00 
-
-
( X-X) Uefi• 
( X- X )2 + y2 
1 
- -
- 00 
( 1.62) 
~ 
As X -+ ± 00 , the first term on the right vanishes. By taking the limit as Y -+ 0 for 
equation (1.62), we obtain U1 near the outer edge of the boundary layer. This involves the 
evaluation of a Cauchy principal value integral 
00 
_ 1 f 1 a { ·) " U 1 ( X , 0 ) - - /',. ~ Ue fi dX. 
1r <x - x) ax 
- 00 ( 1.63) 
For a given geometry, if the leading order streamwise velocity is denoted by ~(X), then 
the mainstream velocity for corresponding interacting boundary-layer fonnulation is 
u~ (X) = ug (X) + vik ud (X) , ( 1.64) 
where 
00 .,,,..... 
ud (X) =1f vd (:) dX , 
11: ex~ x) 
- (X) 
~ a • 
V d (X) = OX ( Ue 5 ). 
It should be noted that equation ( 1. 64) is only valid for U~ (X) > > i U d(X). Re 
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1.4 Basic Equations in Lagrangian Variables 
From the Lagrangian point of view ( Van Dommelen, 1981 ), the conventional 
boundary-layer equations will tum into a momentum equation which provides the 
inf onnation about the fluid motion parallel to the boundary layer and a continuity equation 
for the flow motion normal to the boundary layer. Let ( ~ , Tl ) be the independent spatial 
variables in Cartesian coordinates describing the positions of many individual fluid particles 
at some initial time, say; t0• The particle positions can be expressed as 
x=x(e,T1,t), Y = Y < e , Tl , t >, (1.65a) 
and at t = to, 
X = e, y = fl. ( 1.65b) 
The momentum boundary-layer equation in the Eulerian coordinate system is given by 
equation (1.35b). Along with equation (1.36), it can be rewritten here as 
Du=Ou+uCJu+vCJu=CJUe+Ue-o_U_e +-o
2
_u. 
D t a t a x a y a t a x a y2 (1.66) 
The continuity equation stays the same as equation,(1.35c). The substantive derivative~ 
in equation (1.66) represents the acceleration of the fluid particles. In Lagrangian 
d. h. . } au a
2 X h D X O X B . h I coor mates, t ts ts equa to ot = cff[" , w ere u = Dt = ot . y using t e genera 
transformation of the derivatives in order to relate the two sets of coordinates systems ( x , 
y , t ) and ( e , Tl , T ), we have the following relations 
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a ae a 011 a ar a 
-=- + + -
ox ox ae ox on ox OT ' 
a a~ a 011 a OT a 
-= + + -oy oy at oy on oy err ' 
~ = at a + 011 a + ar ~ 
at at ae at an at OT ' 
(1.67a) 
(1.67b) 
(1.67c) 
Now we operate on x, y, and t successively for each equation listed above and obtain 
ax = a~ ax + an ax + in ax = l 
ax ox oe ox on ox or ' 
ax = a~ ax + an ax + in ax = O 
i)y i)y oe ay on oy or ' 
ax = a~ ax + an ax + ar ax = O 
ot at oe ot on at or ' 
oy = a~ ay + an ay + in ay = 0 
ox ox oe ox an ax err ' 
Oy = a~ oy + on ay + in ay = 1 
oy oy ae ay an oy err ' 
ay = a~ oy + an oy + in oy = 0 
ot at ol; ot 011 at ar ' 
at = a~ at + an at + ar at = 0 
ax ox ae ax 011 ax OT ' 
at = a~ at + an at + in at = 0 
oy oy oe oy 011 oy oT ' 
at = a~ at + an at + in at = 1 
at at ae at 011 at or ' 
or 
Xe X11 XT ex l;y et 1 0 0 
Ye Y11 YT Tix Tly Tit - 0 1 0 • 
1e t11 ~ Tx Ty Tt 0 0 1 (1.68) 
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The solution of the partial derivatives of e, rt, ,and T with respect to X, y, and t is 
ex ey et xt Xn Xr 
-1 Y flt,.-yTtfl Xrtn-Xnt,. XnY r· Xr y '1 
Tlx Tly flt - Yt Yn Yr - I Yr1e-Yt1r Xtfr-Xrtt XrY~-XtYr -A ' 
Tx Ty Tt te t 11 tr Yet'1-y nte X11 ie-xetn xe Y 11 · X11Y~ ( 1.69) 
where A= XeYnlr + Yet11Xr + teYrX11 - XrYn\ - Yrt11xt - 4YeXn. Here we assume time T = t, 
then at = 1, at = 0, at = 0, and equation (1.69) reduces to 
oT o~ on 
ex ey et Y11 ·Xn x'1y r· Xr y '1 
Tlx fly flt - 1 -Ye Xe XrYe·X~Yr -J 
Tx Ty Tt 0 0 
J 
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation and defined by 
Equations (l.67a,b) become 
a= 1 oya_ayo\ 
ax 1 all a~ a~ all J ' 
0 =l Ox a _ Ox a \ 
oy J a~ all all a~ f . 
' 
After substituting equations ( 1. 72a,b) into the continuity equation, we obtain 
1 oy ou _ iJy ou + ox iJv _ Bx ov \ = O. 
1 all a~ a~ ori oe ori all oe J 
H ox oy . T • d. owever u = ot , v = ot m agrangian coo~ 1nates, so 
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(I. 70) 
( 1. 71) 
(1~72a) 
(1.72b) 
l iJy &x _oy &x _ax &y +ax &y 
1 OTJ at al; 01; ot OTJ OTJ ot al; al; ot OTJ 
=0 
' 
1 ~ oy ax _ oy ax = 0 
J Ot iJTJ al; al; iJTJ ' 
and consequently 
I BJ - 0 
- --J at · (1.73) 
Therefore the Jacobian is invariant in time and at t = to, X = e , y = Tl ( i.e. the initial 
conditions), it becomes 
J=i)yiJx_iJyiJx=l. 
an ae ae an (I. 7 4) 
This represents the continuity equation in Lagrangian coordinates. The momentum equation 
(1.66), along with equation (1. 72b), becomes 
2 
Ou = 0 Ue + Ue O Ue + iJ u = 0 Ue + Ue O Ue + Ox O _ Ox O \ 2 u 
Ot Ot Ox Oy2 Ot Ox Ol;OTJ iJTJal;f '(1.75a) 
ax 
ot =u. (1. 75b) 
Obviously, in the course of computation we do not need to calculate the nonnal position 
y ( l; , TJ, t ) and the normal velocity v ( l; , TJ, t ), both of which would be difficult to 
resolve when the boundary layer starts to form a "spike". The boundary conditions for 
equations (1.75a,b) can be rewritten from equation (1.35d) 
u c e , o, t ) = o, 
u ( e , co, t ) = Ue ( x, t ), 
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( 1. 76a) 
(1. 76b) 
and the initial conditions may be specified as 
X ( e , TJ, to)= t , Y ( t , TJ, fo) = '1, u = u ( t , Tl, to ). (I. 76c) 
At any specific time t in the boundary layer development, the normal distance
 
y ( e , Tl, t) of each particle from the wall can be evaluated by equation ( 1. 74). Through the 
computation of equations (l.75a,b) and (l.76a,b), we know the streamwise particle 
positions x ( e , Tl, t ) at any time t. Furthennore, equation ( 1. 74) is a quasi-linear first 
order partial differential equation for y ( e , Tl, t ). It can be solved at any time t by the 
method of characteristics. Rewriting equation (I. 7 4) as 
( _ ax ax 1 ) • ( ay ay _ 1 ) = O. 
an ' ae ' ae ' an ' 
( 1. 77) 
( a~ , ay , -1 ) is a vector normal to the surface y = y ( e , TJ ). ( - ax , ax , 1 ) is thus a 
~ an an ae 
vector which is orthogonal to this normal vector at any point on the surface and hen
ce lies 
in the tangent plane. Because of the no-slip condition, fluid particles which at some
 initial 
time are located on the wall will remain on the wall for all time. If a particle moves
 from a 
given initial point ( i.e. a known value x on the wall ), a characteristic curve will be traced 
out and its direction will coincide with the direction of the vector ( - OX , ax , 1 ). Let r be 011 ae 
the position vector from the initial point on the wall to a point of a characteristic cu
ive. Let 
s represent the arc length along this curve. Then the unit tangent vector is·~given by 
ddr = ( _dde , dd T) , ddy ) and this should have the 
same direction as ( - ax , a X , 1 ). This 
s s s s 
oT) ae 
(',1 
relation yields the conditions µ :~ = - x'I, µ ~~ = ~· µ :: = 1 and can be rewritten as the 
subsidiary equations 
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dt _ d11 _ ~ _ dx _ ds 
-x
11 
- x~ - 1 - 0 - ; · ( l
. 78) 
The zero appearing in the denominator means that a solution can be evaluate
d along a curve 
of constant x. We know that ds2 = de2 + dfl
2 and substitute equation (1. 78) into it in order 
to findµ. It follows that 
• 
• • 
2 2 
µ = x11 +x~ . 
(1.79) 
Together with equation (1. 79), we integrate equation (1. 78) from the wall to some point 
( e ' Tl ) along a curve of constant x. The nonnal distance y ( e ' fl' t ) from the wall is p p 
the ref ore given by 
ds 
,----- . 
,v'~+x~ 
wall (1.80) 
Ifwe integrate along a path of constant X ( e' TJ, t ), passing through the point which has 
at ( e ' T) ' t ) = ( es' Tls' 1s ) ' (1.81) 
then a singularity occurs in equation ( 1.80). This means that the flow in the boundary layer 
has a strong interaction with the outer flow and forms a needle like "spi
ke". This also 
clearly points out why an Eulerian formulation eventually fails to compu
te the boundary 
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layer flow in such circumstances. One thing we should notice here is that a developm
ent of 
singularity always occurs somewhere on the zero-vorticity line. This could be sho
wn by 
the definition of the vorticity. In Eulerian coordinates oo = : - : , but in the boun
dary 
layer ~; can be neglected compared with : . Hence in Lagrangian coordinates 
this 
becomes 
00 = _ ( Ox OU _ Ox OU ). ae oT) oT) ae ( 1.82
) 
With equation (1.81), it shows that w = 0 at the singularity. 
1. 5 Separation 
The concept of "separation" was first introduced by Prandtl in his famous 1904 
paper. When the flow reaches this particular separation point, the thin boundary layer
 starts 
to break away from the wall ( i.e. the thickness of the boundary layer increases and is not 
O( Re-112 ) anymore). For steady two dimensional flow over a stationary wall, the point 
of separation is defined by the point which begins to form the reversed flow near th
e wall 
and the wall shear at this point vanishes, viz. 
ou 
- =O oy ' at y = 0. 
(1.83) 
This definition of separation has been widely accepted for many decades. In the
 early 
research, this definition was also applied to unsteady laminar boundary-layer sepa
ration 
which had the same characteristics as steady separation, i.e. the point of vanishing w
all 
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shear, the tennination of the boundary layer, and the beginning of the wake or a "separation 
bubble". However, this is not the case for the unsteady flow. The criterion~ = 0 at y = 0 
does not necessarily mean the breakdown in the boundary layer, as shown by the example 
in Figure 1.6. Even though the reversed flow occurs in this case, it does not have a 
significant meaning for the separation of the boundary layer. The definition of the unsteady 
separation has been quite controversial. It has been debated for many years ( 1) how 
unsteady separation should be defined and (2) whether or not a singularity develops in a 
finite time within the solution of the boundary-layer equations and in all cases of 
separation. The classical studies of the unsteady laminar separation usually involved an 
.A_. 
- - -
Doo = ex 
stagnation point 
--r----- -----r- ----.----
I 
I 
I 
revered flow but 
not significant 
Figure 1.6 
I 
I ~ I 
I 
I 
but not significant 
Boundary layer development at a stagnation 
point for a wall moving at constant velocity u. 
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u 
impulsive or accelerated motion of a circular cylinder from rest. This simplest case w
ill give 
rise to a zone of adverse pressure gradient in the outer flow and finally near th
e rear 
stagnation point the wall shear will change sign. The vanishing of the wall shear her
alds the 
<· 
onset of reversed flow in the boundary layer and then the appearance of a reg
ion of 
recirculating flow which is initially attached to the cylinder. This phenomenon ha
s been 
classically referred to as separation. Note that there is a distinction between separati
on and 
the phenomenon of "breakaway'' or "breakdown". The term "breakawaY' implies
 that a 
thin boundary layer fails to remain embedded within an inviscid outer flow and furth
er that 
the boundary-layer thickness becomes unbounded; in other words boundary-layer 
theory 
breaks down locally. 
In 1971, Sears and Telionis pointed out that the criteria of vanishing wall shear and 
reversed flow are not sufficient to describe all cases of unsteady separation. 
They 
postulated a general definition of the unsteady laminar separation, known as the M
oore-
Rott-Sears model (viz. the MRS model). They defined "separation" as first breakdown of 
the boundary layer and interaction with the outer flow. In this MRS model, they envi
sioned 
the "center of separation" which means a moving stagnation or bifurcation point, as 
shown 
in Figure 1. 7. The flow far away from the wall is always from left to right, and the
 frame 
of reference is convecting with the "center of separation". In Figure 1. 7(a) instantaneous 
streamlines are shown just before the boundary-layer eruption occurs. The "center of 
separation" is moving upstream, i.e. in the moving reference frame, the wall appea
rs to be 
moving downstream. This is the case which most numerical studies focused on. Be
cause 
the wall is moving with respect to the separation, Van Dommelen (1981) consequently 
refers to this situation as "upstream-slipping separation". 
Now we let the point ( x0(t), y 0(t)) denote the coordinates of the moving stagnation 
point. Then the streamwise velocity of the ''center of separation" is 
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(a) for downstream-moving wall 
(b) for fixed wall 
~ -
VZIZZZZ777Z2Z?i?ZZZZZZZZZZZZl 
(c) for upstream-moving wall 
Figure 1. 7 Streamline patterns at separation, 
according to Moore, Root and Sears. 
(reproduced from Sears & Telionis, 1975, figure 1) 
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(1.84) 
Therefore, they conjectured two conditions in order to def me the evolution of a singularity. 
The first condition is that the singularity moves with the local flow speed, viz. 
U8 (t) = u0(t), at x = ~(t), ( MRS I). (1.85a) 
The second one is that the "separation" point corresponds to a location of zero shear, viz. 
ou 
- =O oy , at X = ~' y = y O' ( MRS II). ( 1.85b) 
For a steady two-dimensional flow with a fixed wall as shown in Figure 1. 7(b), the 
separation point does not move and the MRS model reduces to the conventional definition 
of separation, viz. 
ou 
- =O oy , at u = 0. ( 1.86) 
The last situation of separation is shown in Figure 1.7(c) and occurs where the separation 
point moves downstream. This is referred to as the "upstream-moving wall" or 
"downstream-slipping separation" depending on how the reference frame is chosen. 
Furthennore, it occurs less frequently than the first type of separation ( i.e. shown in figure 
1. 7(a) ). However, the MRS model for the unsteady separation point was not universally 
accepted. In this study, the term separation is defined as the first appearance of a closed 
recirculating eddy in the flow field (Walker, 1978). "Breakaway" is used to imply 
"separation" suggested by Sears and Telionis. It should be noted here that the streamline 
patterns shown in Figure 1. 7(a) can only be observed by moving with the "center of 
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separation" whose velocity is known in advance. Many numerical calculations using the 
conventional Eulerian variables were used to try and verify the MRS model. These attempts 
were not convincingly successful until the problem was resolved using Lagrangian 
variables ( Van Dommelen (1981) ). The boundary layer equations in Lagrangian variables 
have been described in section 1.4. It clearly shows that these equations do not contain the 
normal velocity v and the normal distance y which are the quantities which become 
singular. Therefore the tangential velocity u and the stream wise position x can be calculated 
even though the boundary layer begins to strongly interact with the external flow. Since the 
x field remains regular, it could be expanded as a Taylor series about the "separation point" 
Xs ( ts' Tls ) 
ax ax 
X ( e, fl, t ) = Xs ( es, Tls, t ) + ( e - ~s ) + ( Tl - Tl s ) + · · · · · · , 
0~ ~. fls On ~s, T'Js ( 1.87) 
for t -~ << 1 and fl· Tl 5 << 1. By differentiating this with respect to t and using 
equation (1.81), we then obtain the first MRS condition 
( MRS I), (1.88a) 
and from equation (1.82), it is obvious that at the separation point 
<.t) = 0 
s ' 
( MRS II), (1.88b) 
which is the second MRS condition. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Chapter Two 
Numerical Algorithms 
The Eulerian and Lagrangian numerical f onnulations for the model problem are
 
derived respectively in this chapter. In addition, the new implicit "upwind-dow
nwind" 
alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) algorithms and an algorithm to compute the Cauchy 
principle value integral will be discussed too. Peridier, in her dissertation (1989), showed 
that the Eulerian algorithm is very useful in the initial development of the boundar
y-layer 
flow. On the other hand, the Lagrangian algorithm is a suitable method wh
en the 
boundary layer begins to interact strongly with the outer flow. Therefore the conve
ntional 
Eulerian calculation method is used to produce a "starting solution'' for the Lag
rangian 
calculation method. Because the boundary-layer flow was assumed to develop impu
lsively 
from rest at time t = 0, it is necessary to solve the problem in terms of the R
ayleigh 
variable C = ~ in the initial stages of the motion. So a solution was advanced from the 
2 t 
impulsive start at t = 0 to some time t0 by using the Rayleigh variable and th
e Eulerian 
formulation. Then the solution at t0 was used as an initial condition for the
 Lagrangian 
formulation in order to calculate the solution through to the singularity time t5• 
2.2 Eulerian Fonnulation 
In this section we first consider the limit problem Re -+ 00 for the model problem. 
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This was originally considered by Walker ( 1978). We then discuss the interactive 
problem ( large but finite values of Re ). As we have shown in section 1.2, equation 
( 1.12), along with the initial condition equation ( 1.13), gives us the velocity of vortex 
which is parallel to the wall as 
1 
Uv= y 
V 
and Y v = 1, at t = 0 . (2.1) 
From the laboratory frame, the inviscid outer flow is unsteady as the vortex moves above 
the wall. However, in the limit problem, the inviscid outer flow becomes steady in the 
reference frame moving with the vortex. Then the velocity of the vortex is constant and 
parallel to the wall at all times. Hence 
for Re-+ 00, Yv = 1 at all times, then Uv = 1 . (2.2) 
The stream function in this moving frame is given by equation ( 1.15a) and the wall 
appears to convect to the left with velocity-Uv. If we denote Uoo as the outer velocity at 
the edge of the boundary layer, it can be written as Uoo = -Uv + Ue, which must coincide 
with equation ( 1.22). Therefore we have 
4 
Ue = x2+1 . (2.3) 
oUoo 
Because the inviscid outer flow is steady, ot = 0, the }>oundary-layer equations can be 
rewritten as 
o u + o u + o u = U o Uoo + c32 u U V ~ oo ~ . , 0 t O X v y v X {J::y2 (2.4a) 
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ou+ov=O. 
ax oy 
and the boundary conditions are 
u -+ Uoo(x) = -1 + Ue(x), as y-+ oo , 
u=-1, aty=O. 
(2.4b) 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
Now we can define a normalized velocity U( x, y, t ), which is a convenient fonn for the 
numerical computations, according to 
u ( x, y, t ) = U ( x, y, t ) Ue ( x, t) - 1 . (2.6) 
Equations (2.5a,b) then become 
U-+ 1, as y-+ oo; U=O 
' 
at y = 0. (2.7) 
Next we intr9duce a new streamwise coordinate X, defined by a G<>rtler-type 
transf onnation, which is one-to-one and compresses the doubly infinite range _oo < x < 00 
to the finite range 2 s x s 0. The transformation is 
00 
X (x) = 1 4 ds = _2_ ( tan·1 X) ; = 1 - _2_ tan· 1 X, 
211' s2 + 1 1l' 1l' 
X (2.7) 
for which the inverse transf onn is 
x(x)=tan1(1-x). (2.8) 
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The relationship between two coordinates can be found in Table 2.1 ( reproduced from 
Walker, 1978 ) for some of the important streamwise locations. 
X X 
streamwise location 
0 00 upstream infmity 
1 V3 front stagnation point 
-3 
1 0 vortex centre 
5 
-"3 rear stagnation point 
-3 
2 .00 downstream infmity 
Table 2.1 Relationships for typical locations between x and x. 
In addition, we can express Ue in terms of x and equation (2.3) becomes 
Ue ( X ) = 4 = 4 cos2 1f ( 1 - X ) 
1 + tan2 1T ( 1 - X ) 2 
2 
= 2 ( 1 + cos ,r ( 1 - X ) ) = 2 ( I - cos 1t X ) . 
Considering equation (2.6) we can define an unsteady stream function lV, such that 
,.._, 
Ollf 
u = -1 + Ue Oy' 
,.._, 
'II= 0, 
a "J 
V = - a X ( Ue \jf ) ' 
aty=O. 
Substituting this into equation (2.4b), it still satisfies the continuity equation. 
"" 
O u + 0 v = 0 ( -1 + U iJ \If ) + 0 ( _ 0 ( Ue - ) ) 
ox oy ox eoy oy ox 'II 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
= 0 Ue O iv + Ue iJ2 iv _ ( 0 Ue O iv + Ue iJ2 iv ) = O . 
ox oy oxoy ox oy oxoy (2.11) 
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Next def me Rayleigh variables by 
(2.12) 
and by differentiating equation (2.8), we fmd that the transformation laws are 
a Ue ( X) a 
-
- -ax 21r o X ' (i.13a) 
a I a (2.13b) 
- -
--oy 2{tat' 
a a a~ a (2.13c) 
-=-+--
at at at a~ , 
then each term in equation (2.4a) can be rearranged respectively as 
~ 
iJ u = iJ ( -l + Ue iJ ll' ) = 0 ( -l + Ue iJ 'I' ) + 0 t O ( -l + Ue iJ 'I' ) 
at at oy ot a~ ota~ a, 
= U iJ2 'I' _ t Ue iJ2 'I' 
e iJ t O t 2 t i) t2 ' 
v iJ u = Ue \'t iJ ( Ue w) 1 iJ ( -1 + Ue iJ 'I' ) = U~ 0 ( Ue w) iJ2 'I' ' 
a y ,r a x 2 vt O t O t 2 ,r a x O ,2 
U iJ Uoo = Ue ( 1 - Ue) iJ U .. 
00 ox 2x ox ' 
a2u 
oy2 
u o3 w = e __
4 t O ,3 ' 
4S 
-... .. · .·,//··.· ............ '-./._•.,·"'· ,,_, -~~· ,,.,;;.-,· '-, .~ -· .. ··-· ···,,-: 
Ifwe compare equation (2.6) and (2.10), we obtain that 
and '1'=0 at C=O. 
(2.14) 
So equation (2.4a) becomes 
4 t a U = 2 t ( 1 • U ) a Ue + [2 t ( UU - 1 ) U ] a U + 2 t ( UU • 1 ) a Ve V 
at 1£ e ax 1£ e e ax 1£ e ax 
+ 2 t _ 2 t Ue a (ueW) a V + a2 V , 
x ax a c a c2 (2.15) 
and the boundary conditions from equation (2. 7) become 
U--+ 1, asC--+ 00, forallx, U = 0, at t = 0, for all X . (2.16) 
The initial condition can be obtained from equation (2.15) by letting t = 0. It reduces to 
aiu + zt au = 0 
at2 ac ' 
i_ ( et2 au ) = o dt at ' 
~ 
U = C e·t2 dt + D . 
(2.17a) 
(2.17b) 
o (2.17c) 
Then applying the boundary conditions from equation (2.16) to equation (2.17c), we have 
D = 0 and C = {i . Hence the initial condition is the error function. It can also be obtained 
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from upstream and downstream infinity conditions, viz. x -+ 0, 2, because in this 
situation the flow is steady and Ue = 0. Equation (2.15) can be reduced to equation 
(2.17a) again. Therefore 
U=erf(t), asx-0,2forallC,t>O; or att=Oforallx.t. (2.18) 
Furthennore, integrating equation (2.14) and applying integration by parts will yield 'P 
C C 
,.-...,J 
'I' = erf (t) dt = t erf (t) - 2- e- T2 T dr 
1f 
0 0 
(2.19) 
Next, in order to map the range O s ~ < oo onto a finite domain Os Tl < I, we 
define another transformation 
2 fl (t) = 1f tan-I (() , 
and the inverse tra.nsf onnation is 
1rll C=tan 2 . 
Therefore the boundary conditions ( i.e. equations (2.16) and (2.18)) become 
U=O at 11 = 0, 
U= 1 at T) = 1 , 
U=erf(tani) at X = 0 or 2, 
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(2.20a) 
(2.20b) 
(2.2 la) 
(2.21b) 
(2.2 lc) 
and under the following transfonnation law, 
a 2 1rn a a 
-=-cos2 -=Z(n) , 
at 1r 2 an 011 
(2.22) 
equation (2.15) will tum into the final form for numerical computation, i.e. equation 
a2u a2u az au . . 
(2.23). ( It should be notedlthat = z2 + Z which contnbutes an extra ac2 0112 art 011 
tenn to the coefficient ofc3U .). Finally we have 
a11 
(2.23) 
where 
This formulation was originally adopted by Peridier ( 1989 ) to carry out the numerical 
computation until some particular time t0• 
To compute the solution numerically, the Crank-Nicolson approximation (Walker, 
1978 ) and the central-difference approximations were applied. We assume that u* is 
known in a previous time plane at t = t*. Then U in the current time plane at t = ( t*+4t ) 
can be obtained from approximation of each tenn in equation (2.23) at i • t•;t 
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(2.24) 
A typical mesh point for equation (2.24) is depicted in Figure 2.1. 
at time t 
2 (ij+ 1) 
t 
X 
/ 
at time t* 
/ (ij-1) 2* 
-
at time t 
/ 
/ 
4* 
Figure 2.1 A typical mesh point for the Crank-Nicolson method. 
Equation (2.24) becomes 
4t u _ u· = T a2 u + a2 u· + p a u + o u· + w_ cu + u·> + Q a u + o u· + r , A t 2 O fl2 O fl2 2 0 fl O fl 2 2 0 X O X 
then we have 
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8tUo-M ToU2-2Uo+U4 +PoU2-U4 +WoUo+QoU1-U3 
(an)2 2 all 2 ax 
Here the overbar (-) denotes evaluation at t, asterisk (*) means evaluation at t* (known), 
and other tenns are evaluated in the current time plane t. 
Then 
St+ 2 at To - at Wo Uo 
(an)2 
Define the following parameters by 
ao=8t+ 2at To-&Wo, 
(a11)2 . 
<X1 = ~1 = - CX3 = - ~3 = at , 
· 2ax 
. 
and therefore, the above equation will become 
I ' 
~o= St- 2 at To-.at Wo , 
(an)2 
4 ,.4 
Uo= l 
ao 
•,'i -L ak uk + L '3k u; + 2 At r o • 
k•,l k=O 
so 
·.':C 
' 1, ,_ 
.. ·- , a.·:,~; :.. ~ . 
. .. -· ·.-.- , .... :;;"•_., 
'7 · .. --n, .. ::_ -. '' 
(2.25) 
By using Gauss-Seidel iteration and the Thomas algorithm, U0 at each mesh point can be 
uk 
0 
obtained until the condition 1 - < 10·4 is satisfied. Now we deal with the uk-1 
0 
streamfunction 'I' and from equations (2.14) and (2.22), we have 
o'I' u 
=--
• 
011 Z(11) 
(2.26) 
Equation (2.14) also indicates that 'I' is zero at the wall. Hence we integrate equation 
(2.26) along constant x by using the standard Simpson's rule. However, for the first 
mesh points above the wall, we must use the forward-difference formula to calculate the 
value of'I'. So if Ui,j = U(X.,llj) and Zj = Z(llj), then 'I' can be obtained at each mesh 
point from the foil owing formulas for any fixed integer i: 
~ an U· o U· 1 U· 2 U· 3 q, ' I 9 1, + 19 1, - 5 1, + 1, 
i,I = 24 Zo Z1 Z2 23 ' (2.27a) 
~ r--.J a11 u u u q,. . = 'I'. . 2 + i,j-2 + 4 i,j-1 + i,j ' 
1,J 1,J- 3 z z 7. j-2 j-1 '-:i 
for j ;=:: 2 . 
(2.27b) 
Therefore the limit problem Re -. 00 can be completely solved by using the conventional 
Eulerian methods at this point. However, we are interested in the interactive problem ( 
finite but large Re) using the Lagrangian methods. Peridier (1989) has shown that "the 
early stages of the boundary layer flow ( up to and including the appearance of zones of 
recalculation )'' can be computed more efficiently if we use the Eulerian method. The 
results obtained from the Eulerian and Lagrangian methods agree very well with each 
other. Hence the Eulerian method can be used as a starting calculation for the limit 
problem up to some typical time t0• We then continue to calculate the interactive problem 
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' 
by using the Lagrangian method through the singularity time fs. This typical time to can be 
found from the definition of Rayleigh variables, viz. equation (2.12). Peridier ( 1989) 
called it the "switch-over time". At this time the locations of the mesh p
oints in both 
Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates should have the same nonnal distance f
rom the wall. 
In other words, t(y,t0) must be equal toy. Therefore, to = ~ = 0.25 is a convenient 
"switch-over'' time. As Peridier's dissertation (1989) mentions, there are two reasons for 
choosing this particular time: ( 1) at this time the flow is well behaved and the results 
produced by the Eulerian and Lagrangian methods are the same and (2) the same mesh 
points used in Eulerian calculation can continue to be used in Lagrangia
n calculation 
without any interpolation. 
2.3 Lagrangian For1nulation 
The Lagrangian method used to solve the boundary-layer problem for finit
e but 
large Reynolds number was proved to be quite successful, Peridier ( 1989). In the 
interactive problem, the inviscid flow is unsteady due to interactive effects
 produced by 
the evolving boundary-layer flow. Therefore Uv and Ue in equation (2.3) are not constant 
for all time. In fact, they are time-dependent with initial conditions (t=O) given in 
equations ( 2.3 ). Then the mainstream velocity at the edge of the boundary layer 
i.e. Uoo ( x*, t) = - Uv (t) + Ue ( x*, t) and the normalized velocity U in equations (2.6) 
and (2. 7) will be rewritten in Lagrangian coordinates as 
u ( e*' Tl*' t ) = u e ( X *' t ) u ( e*' Tl*' t ) - UV ( t ) ' 
u ( e*' 0' t ) = 0' u ( e*' 11*' t ) -+ 1, as Tl* -+ 00' 
where 
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(2.28) 
(2.29) 
_oo < e• < oo, _oo < x• < oo, 0 :S 11· < oo, 0 :Sy•< 00, 
The Lagrangian momentum equations (1.75a,b) can now be re-expressed in a frame of 
reference moving unifonnly with the vortex as 
• • ax· (e ,Tl ,t) 
ot =u, (2.30a) 
au o Uoo U o Uoo o x• o o x* a 2 
-= + 00 + + u 
a t a t a x· 0 ( a 11 • a 11 • a ( 
o Uoo o Uoo ox* 2 a2 u ox* ox* a2 u 
= + Uoo + -2-------
0 t a x· a ( a 11 • 2 a ( a 11 • al( 011 • 
0 x* 2 a2 U O x• o2 X O U O x• 02 X O U 
+. - -----~---
011· a( 2 al( 011· 2 a~· 011· 0~· 2 011· 
+ 0 x• a2 X O U + 0 x• a2 X O U 
• 
a ~ • a( 011 • o 11 • o 11 • o~ • 011 • o ( (2.30b) 
The Eulerian solution at time to provides the initial conditions for the nonnalized velocity 
U at each mesh point. At t = to, x• ( ~·. 11*, to)=~· and y* ( ~·. 11*, to)= 11•. Now~·. 
x•, 11*, y* can be transfonned to finite domains as discussed in the preceding section. The 
definition of these transf onnations are analogous to equation (2. 7) and (2.20a) and given 
by 
* 2 * X (x ) = 1 - 1t" tan·1 x , ~ (~*) = 1 -! tan·1 ~·. -(2.31) 
)- * 2 1 * 
'- (y ) = x tan· y , * 2 * 11 (11 ) = 1t" tan·• 11 , (2.32) 
where 
_oo < ~· < oo, _oo < x* < oo, Os 11* < oo, 0 ~ y* < oo, 
correspond to the ranges 
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,., •..... /, 
2 > ~ > 0, 2 > X > 0, osn<l, 0 s ~ < I, 
respectively. The gradients in x*, e*. and 11* are also similar to equations (2.13a) and 
(2.22) and are given by 
a 1 - cos 1TX o Ueo ( X) o 
-
-
- -
- -
ax· ax 21£ ox ' 7r (2.33a) 
a 1 - cos 1ft o Ueo ( t) a 
-
-
- -
- -
• 21f ' a~ 7r a~ a~ (2.33b) 
a 2 1r11 a =Z(11) a . (2.33c) = - cos2 
an· 1r 2 all 011 
Substituting these transfonnations into equations (2.30a,b), we will get the equations for 
numerical calculations given by Peridier (1989) as follows 
u ( e, Tl, t ) = U ( ~, 11, t ) U e ( X, t ) - UV ( t ) , 
U oo ( X, t ) = U e ( X, t ) - Uv ( t ) , 
ax* 
at 
_ 27r ox 
--~~ 
ueo<x> at 
' 
. o X = _ Ueo(x) ( U U _ U ) 
• • Ot 21f e V ' 
0 u = a u + a x· a u 
at at at ax* 
(2.34) 
= U a Ue + U a U _ a Uv _ ( U U _ U ) Ueo(x) U a Ue 
Ot eat Ot e V 21f ox' 
a U00 _ a Ue a Uv 
at - at - at ' 
U a Uoo = ( U - U ) Ueo(x) a Ue 
ooOX* V e 21£ OX' 
ax• 2 a2u = Ueo(e) Z() 2 ax 2 Ue aZ(11)aU +U a2U 
a l( a 11 * 2 Ueo(x) 11 a ~ Z( 11) a 11 a 11 e a 112 ' 
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ax· ax· iflu 
-2 = 
a ~ • a Tl· a e • a'l • 
0 x• 2 a2 u = Ueo( t) Z( ) 2 0 X 2 
a ri· a e· 2 ueo(x) ri a ri 
Ue a2 U + Ue O Ueo(e) 0 U , 
a ~2 ueo<e) a e a e 
2 
_ 0 x• ifl x Ou = _ Ueo(t) Z(ri) 0 X Ue a2 X + Ue O Z(ri) 0 X OU , 
ae·ari· 2 ae· ueo<x) ae ari2 2<ri) 0 ri 0 ri ae 
ox• iJ2 x o u = Ueo((t)) Z(ri) 
2
Ue OX ifl X O V, 
0 t • Ol( 01'] * 0 r( Ueo X O e O t O Tl O Tl 
2 
0 x• 02 x Ou = Ueo(t) Z(ri) Ue OX ifl X O V . 
a ri· ai;* aTl • a e· ueo<x) 0 Tl a ea ri a e 
As Peridier ( 1989) defmed in her dissertation, we let 
Ueo(~) 
A ( X, e, Tl ) = Ueo(x) Z(ri) , 
B ( ) = 1 0 Z( ri) 
Tl Z(ri) 0 Tl ' 
a < e ) = • a ueo<e) . 
Ueo(t) o t 
The fmal momentum equation ( Peridier, 1989) for the numerical calculation is 
(2.35a) 
(2.35b) 
(2.35c) 
av = r + < w + P a + T iJ2 + s 02 + R 02 + Q _Q_ ) u (2.36) 
at 011 0112 a11ae ae2 ae ' 
where the coefficients on the right-hand side are listed as 
r = ( U _ U ) Ueo(x) 0 Ve + 1 0 Ve 
v e 2 ,r Ue o X Ue o t ' 
W = ( U U _ U ) Ueo(x) 0 Ue _ 1 0 Ue 
e v 2 ,r Ue o X Ue o t ' 
p = A2 i} X . ifl X +Bi} X _ 0 X iJ2 X +GO X \' 
ae ariae ae 0 ri ae2 a~ f 
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(2.37a) 
(2.37b) 
(2.37c) 
. i' - .. 
Q = A2 0 X cfl X +GO X _ 0 X ifl X +BOX 
0 rJ a 11 a e a rJ a e a TJ2 0 rJ 
S=-2A2axax, 
0 n a e 
T= Aax2, 
ae 
R=A:~ 2 . 
The boundary conditions are given by 
ate= 0, 
at l1 = 0, 
X = 0, 
U = 0, at Tl = 1, 
X = 2, 
U = 1. 
' (2.37d) 
(2.37e) 
(2.370 
(2.37g) 
(2.38a) 
(2.38b) 
The strategy for solving the Lagrangian boundary-layer problem numerically is: (1) 
advance the solutions of equation (2.34) for X and equation (2.36) for U simultaneously 
from the previous time plane t* to the current time plane t = t* + At and then (2) 
. h . r. h h . . - t+t* Of approximate t ese two equations 1or eac mes point at time t = 2 . course, we 
-
-
assume Ue(t) and Uv( t) are known at this point and that they will be corrected after 
obtaining the new values of x and U (as discussed in the next section for the interacting 
boundary-layer problem). First we consider equation (2.36) which is approximated at t 
and at the mesh point (ij). This is done by using the new factored "upwind-downwind" 
ADI numerical algorithm. This algorithm is second order accurate both in time and space 
and is consistent with the accuracy level of the Crank-Nicolson approximation. The 
difference equations are given by Peridier (1989). The diagrams for the mesh point which 
relate a known value at time t* to a unknown value at time t are depicted in Figure 2.2. 
The advantages of this method are as follows: 
( 1) The entire system of equations is diagonally dominant. This is because 
equation (2.36) is approximated according to the sign of the coefficients 
S6 
of the first derivative tenns ~ .j and Q .j which are evaluated at t. 
This guarantees that the iterations will converge. 
(2) The fmite difference equation can be factored into two operators 
on U, one in the t direction and the other in the 11 direction. This 
makes equation (2.36) easy to solve. 
If we evaluate each tenn in equation (2.36) at the mesh point ( i, j ) at time t ( indicated by 
the overbar ) and its value is equal to a simple average of values corresponding to the 
previous and current time planes ( t* and t ), then equation (2.36) becomes 
Defining the power shifting operators Ecx, given by Peri di er ( 198 9), such that 
E; U( t fl, t ) = U( ~+ex At fl, t ), 
E(X U( l;, Tl, t) = U( l;, 11+a a11, t ), 
11 
(2.39) 
(2.40a) 
(2.40b) 
then the forward difference operators A, the backward difference operators V, the central 
difference operators fi, and the averaging operators µ are defined respectively as 
a~= E~ - 1, 
-1 Vi:= 1 - E 
'9 ~ ' 
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a11 = E11 - 1, 
-1 V = 1-E 11 11 ' 
1 -1 
- -
fil'I = E2 1'I - E 2 1'I • 
1 -1 
- -
E2 +E 2 
µ = 11 11 
'1 • 
2 
(2.41a) 
(2.41b) 
(2.4 lc) 
(2.41d) 
3* 
3* 
t 
at time t* 
2* 
-
at time t at time t 
At At 
2 2 --
.... -
........ ---
.... -- --
- .... --
* 
.... .... --
------~~-------
-- ........ 
--
--
4* 
-- .... 
--- ........ 
- .... 
(a) for oU/011 
-P .. < 0 lJ 
3 (i-lj) 
.... 
2 (ij+ 1) 
1 (i+ 1 j) 
0 (ij) 
4 (ij-1) 
at time t* 
2* 
-
at time t at time t 
I* at 
2 
L\ t 
2 
--- ----
2 (ij+ 1) 
1 (i+ 1 j) 
0* - - - - ,,,. - -
-- ---
- - - - - - ........ !.llllf :Ii- - - - - - - 0 (1· ,.J·) 
----- --
-- - -
---- -
(b) for oU/ol; 
3 (i-lj) 
Qj<O 4 (ij-1) 
Figure 2.2 A typical mesh point for the new "upwind-downwind" method. 
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Peridier ( 1989) also defined the signum function as 
1 x>O 
sgn (x) = 
-1 xsO • 
(2.42) 
According to the signum function, the two new sign difference operators A+ and A- can be 
defined as 
+sgn(K) 
A+=~E 2 
' 
-sgn(K) 
A-=fiE 2 , (2.43a) 
A+ or A- is the forward or backward operator depending on the sign of K. Ref erring to 
Figure 2.2, each term in equation (2.39) can be approximated at node ( i, j ) at time i as 
follows ( Peridier, 1989) 
p. . [ * * ] l,J U i J0 + 1 - U i J0 + U · · - U · . -1 
, , 1,J 1,J ' 
Pa u = 2 An 
for P· · > 0 1J 
an p.. [ • • ] 
i,J U · · - U · · 1 + U. . 1 - U · · for P1·J· s 0 1,J 1,J- 1,J + lJ ' 
2 an 
p .. [ * ] 1
'
1 a. 11 Uij + V 11 Uij , for Pij > 0 
2an 
-
-
-
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for Pij > 0 
In a similar way, 
au Q1J { + - • } Q = At U iJ + At U 1 J , 
al; 2 al; · 
• 
~u U1J-U1· I.I - ' ,J 
-----
' at at 
• U· · + u .. WU = W· · t,J t,J 
1J 2 ' 
Similarly, 
R a2 U = Ri,j 
a l!2 2 (al;f 
a2 U S· · S = t,J { U i+ 1 j+ 1 - U i+ 1 j-1 + U i-1 j-1 - U i-1 j+ I 
ae an s ae an 
Substituting these approximations into equation (2.39), we have 
• • U· · - u.. U· · + u.. p .. { + • \ 
l,J 1,J = r ij + Wij 1,J 2 1,J + l,J Ari Uij + A~ ui,j , 
at 2 a11 , 
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+ QiJ { Ai U1,j + Ai u;,j } + T LJ { l)~ U1J + 5~ u;,j} 
2 ae 2 (all)2 
+ Ri,J { E>€ u iJ + E>{ u;,J } + Si,J { µe Be µ11 511 uiJ + µe Beµ 11 511 ui,j } , 
2 (ae)2 2 ae all 
-
2 - + 
R;.,J ~~ Q1j A~ 
--+--(at)2 ae U1 · ,J 
- 2 - - - 2 -T· · l> P· · A R· · l>i: Q· · Ai: 
= 2 u~. + at w .. + •,J '1 + 1,J '1 + 1,J .. + _•J_ .. 
1J lJ 2 2 (all) all (ae) ae 
• u .. 1,J 
+ dt 
-
S·. • 
\ (2.44) 
Let 
1 a.·.=----lJ . 
2- atWij (2.45) 
By neglecting the O( (~t)2 ) tenn, the left-hand side of equation (2.44) can be factored 
into two operators, one along the t direction and the other along the Tl direction. The 
factored form of equation (2.44) given by Peridier (1989) is 
-
2 - + 
R · · l>i: Q· · Ai: 1,J '9 + _lJ _ .. 
cae)2 ae 
where 
• D· · = 2 ex· · u. . + a.· · at lJ lJ lJ 1,J 
1 - cxij at 
-
2 - + 
T ij l>11 + Pi,j A 11 
(art)2 a11 
Uij = Dij' 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
Because the initial distributions U*1J and x*,,J at time to were obtained from an Eulerian 
solution, we can advance the solutions in time by first setting Ui,j = U*1J and ~,j = x·,,J 
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to initiate the iteration. Consequently Q,J is known by evaluating the coefficients T,,J, P1,J, 
~,J, q,J, r,,J, Wi,J, and Si,J at mesh point ( i, j ) at time t . Of course, the outer 
mainstream velocity distribution Ue and its gradients with respect to t and x are also 
known at this point. Note here that Di,j contains u;,j at the current time plane. It is 
necessary to recompute Di,j after we finish each complete iteration at this given time in 
order to advance the solution in time. Now we can form two tri-diagonal problems by 
,,...._, 
introducing an intennediate variable U1,J ( Peridier, 198 9 ) such that 
- 2 - + R·. l>~ QijA~ ,-.._, 
1 .. aij at 1,J + Uij = Dij, (ae)2 ae (2.48) 
- 2 - + 
Tij l> 11 Pi,j A 11 ~ 
1 .. aij nt + U· · = U· · (all )2 a11 lJ 1,J • (2.49) 
Ifwe take M equal inteivals in thee direction and N equal intetvals in the 'l direction, then 
we have a grand total of (M+ l)•(N+ 1) mesh points. First consider equation (2.48) with 
the estimated values of the coefficients a 1,J, Rt..J and q.,J; this defines a tri-diagonal matrix 
,-....J 
problem for Q.,J along constant T) lines and can be easily solved by using the Thomas 
algorithm. Let i go from 1 to M + 1. Then the two boundary conditions are for i = 1, e = 0 
( upstream infinity) and for i = M+l, e = 2 ( downstream infinity). At upstream and 
downstream infinity, X = t and \F(<JX,011) = 0 for all time ( see equation (2.31, 38a)) and 
aue aue . - o - - -
ue = oX = c3t = 0 ( see equation (2.33a) ). Therefore, Ri,J = '<t,J = r,,J = Wi,J = Si,J = 0 
- az(n) - 2 1 ( see equations (2.37) ) and P1 J = Z(n) , T1 J = Z ( T) ), a I J = 2. (here i = 1 and 
., OTJ , ., 
M+ 1). So equation (2.48) ate-+ 0, 2 reduces to (viz.boundary conditions) 
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Consequently, the general fonn of the tri-diagonal matrix problem for U1,J is 
(2.51) 
where 
if sgn(~,) = 1, then 
if sgn(~,) = -1, then 
cxij at - -A· = 1 + ' (2R· · - a 1: Q· ·) 
1 (a~r 1J "' 1,J ' 
cxijat - -
Ci = - (~~f (Rij - A~ Qi) . 
r-,,J 
The values for Ui.,J at each mesh point at time t can now be obtained by using the Thomas 
algorithm. Now we consider the general fonn of the tri-diagonal matrix problem for 
equation (2.49) along the constant e lines. It follows that 
where 
if sgn(P1,) = 1, then 
aijat - -A·= 1 + ' (2T· ·+an P· ·) 
J (An r 1J 'I 1,J ' 
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if sgn(P1,) = -1, then 
and the boundary conditions for j = 1 and N+ 1 at any fixed i are 
U· 1 = 0 1, ' Ui,N+l = 1. (2.53) 
Again by using the Thomas algorithm, the solutions for U at each mesh point at time t are 
obtained. Now the values of U at every node are used to calculate the new particle position 
Xi,j at time t. Consider equation (2.34a) which is approximated at time tat node ( i, j ) 
according to the the finite difference equation given by Peridier ( 1989) as 
where 
• 
- _ Xi,j + Xi,j 
Xi,j - 2 
' 
• u .. + U· · 
U .. = l,J 1J lJ 2 . (2.54b) 
Hence X.,j at time t can be obtained by using equation (2.54a) using an iterative procedure. 
Once we know the values of x at every node ( i, j ) at a given time t, the coefficients Ti,J, 
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P1,J, Rt,J, q.J, and S1.J in equations (2.46,47), which are defined in equations (2.37), can 
be approximated at time t using central differences according to 
a a a • Xi.J = l . X1.J + X1,J 
on 2 on on 
= ( A11 + V 11 ) ( .. + ~ ) = µ 11 ~rt - .. 
X1,J X1,J X 1,J · 
4 an all (2.55a) 
Similarly, 
o Xi,j _ µ~ ~~ -
- Xi,J , 
o e al; (2.55b) 
2 
02 Xi,J _ l)11 -
0 '12 - (Arif Xi,j ' (2.55c) 
ave ave 
The coefficients r;,J and Wi,J which are dependent on Ue, OX. , and ot will be 
considered in the next section. At this stage, the description of one iteration for the 
Lagrangian boundary-layer problem is complete. In order to finish one time step, the 
solutions for U and x at every mesh point at time t are obtained until successive estimates 
of Ui,j differ by less than 4 significant digits, i.e. 
uk 
0 1 - < 10-4. 
uk-1 
0 
(2.56) 
This section has described the implicit factored "upwind-downwind" ADI method given 
by Peridier ( 19 8 9) for the Lagrangian boundary-layer problem. In addition, we must now 
address the interactive condition which couples the boundary-layer solution with the outer 
flow in order to thoroughly complete the algorithm. 
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2.4 Interactive Problem 
For the interactive problem, the vortex velocity Uv(t), the mainstream velocity 
---
U oo (x, t) in the frame of reference convecting with the vortex, and the instantaneous 
velocity at the edge of the boundary layer Ue(x,t) in the laboratory frame of reference are 
all time-dependent. They should be computed first at each time step during the 
computation. In order to solve the outer flow problem, we will use I) the "predictor-
corrector" numerical methods which involve a second-order accurate numerical algorithm 
for the Cauchy principal value integral, 2) numerical integral methods for the velocity 
components of the vortex based on the trapezoid rule, and 3) a matrix problem which is 
solved by using LU decomposition with scaled partial pivoting. 
Reviewing sections 1.2 and 1.3, we know that the mainstream velocity Ue(x* ,t) 
and the velocity components of the vortex Uv(t) and Yv(t) have forms similar to equation 
(1.47a), viz. 
UeCx* ,t) = U~(x* ,t) + ~ U~(x* ,t) + ..... , Re 
1 
Uy(t) = Uvo(t) + v[e Uv1(t) + .•..• , Re 
1 
V y(t) = V v0(t) + v[e Vv1(t) + ..... . Re 
(2.57a) 
(2.57b) 
(2.57c) 
The leading order terms of the above equations can be easily derived from equations 
(1.12) and (1.10). By differentiating (1.10) with respect to Y and taking Y-+ 0 we get 
o * 4Yv Ue(x ,t) = 2 , 
x*2+Y V 
(2.58a) 
Vv0(t) = 0, (2.58b) 
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with the initial position of the vortex given by equation (1.13) 
at t = 0, Yv0(0)= 1. (2.58c) 
From equations {2.28 and 29), we know 
(2.59a) 
So, 
y-r0 • 4Yv 1 
u ... (x ,t) = 2 - y (t) . 
x*2+Y v 
V 
(2.59b) 
The perturbation (second-order) tenns of equations (2.57a,b,c) can be determined from 
equation (1.63) and equations (1.62,61) in the moving reference frame with the defmition 
of the displacement thickness fi* in the laboratory frame, viz. 
Let 
00 
• ~ (x*,t) = (1 - U) dy* . 
o (2.60) 
V d (x* ,t) = O ( Ue(x* ,t) lt (x* ,t) ) , 
ax· 
00 
Uel (x*,t) = _l_ f V d (s,t) ds . 
re ( x• - s ) 
-00 (2.61a) 
Thus evaluation of the Cauchy principal value is required. In the moving reference frame, 
the vortex coordinates are (x*,Y) = ( 0, Yv ), and so from equation (1.62) we have 
00 
U i(t) = _ 1. s V d (s,t) ds . 
v 1C - oo s2 + y v2 
(2.61b) 
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From the definition of the stream function, we can find the normal velocity in the outer 
flow as 
00 
• 
0 '111 1 V 1(t) = - = - - 2 ( s - x* ) Y Ue 5 ds 
ax· 1T { ( s - x• )2 + y2 )2 
- 00 
00 
- 1 
-
1T 
_o ------1:;.__.._- Y U e E> • ds 
o s ( 8 _ x* )2 + y2 
- 00 
00 
• 00 
YVd(s,t) ds 
= _ J_ Y Ue E> + J_ 
7r ( s - x* )2 + Y2 .oo 7r ( s - x* )2 + y2 
00 
- 1 
-
- 00 
Therefore, at (x* ,Y) = ( 0, Yv) 
Y V d(s,t) 
----ds. 
( s - x* )2 + y2 
00 
- 00 
V - 1 1- -V 1[' 
Yv VJs,t) d s . 
82 + y 2 
• oo V 
Consequently the equations are given as follows 
00 
Ue(x* ,t) = 4Yv(t) + 1 f Vd (s,t) ds' 
x•2 + y v2 71' l'Re ( x* - s ) 
Uv(t) = v}t) -1f 1 
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_ oo 
00 
s V d (s,t) ds , 
.oo s2 + Yv2 
(2.6 lc) 
(2.62a) 
(2.62b) 
where the nonnal coordinate of the vortex Yv( t) is determined from equation ( 1.12) with 
the initial condition given by equation (2.58c) 
00 
dYv(t) =Vv(t)= Yv(t) 
dt ,r1/Re 
Yv(O) = I. 
(2.62c) 
Consequently, Uoo(x*,t) can be obtained by substituting the above equations into equation 
(2.59a). Otherwise, by using the relationship defined by equation (2.31), equations 
(2.62b,c) can be transformed into the fallowing farms 
Uv(t) = Y}t) - 7f 1 
Vv(t)= Yv(t) 
1T vRe 
2 
2 
o a ( • ) O ij (x,t) Ue(x,t) 
X dx 
tan2{~ (1 - x)} + Y/ . 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
Similarly, equation (2.62a) can also be transformed but because it involves the evaluation 
of the Cauchy principal value some additional care is required. As Peridier (1989) stated, 
the perturbation tenn in equation (2.62a) is split into two parts, corresponding to the main 
part of the integral and the asymptotic tails of the integral. For a particular streamwise 
• location "1 , it follows that 
R 0
0 
-R 
U ( ~ t) = 4Yv(t) + 1 
e X;. ' . •2 2 ,r vRe ~ +Yv 
V<t(s,t) ds + VJs,t) ds + Vd(s,t) ds 
' • • • X;. - s X· - S X· -s 1 1 
-R - 00 (2.65) 
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where R is a large value to be chosen, as specified later in this section. Under the mapping 
used, the range (0,2) is assumed to be divided into N intervals of length Ax. The mapped 
streamwise location at each mesh point is represented by 
Xi = i • ~x= i • L1~, (2.66) 
where i is an integer ranging from Oto N. Here we let the interval length Ax (associated 
with the outer problem) be equal to A~. We now use the trapezoidal rule to approximate 
equations (2.63,64,65) at the midpoint of the interval at a given time t according to 
Uv(t)=y 1 
(2.67) 
• 
(2.68) 
The normal coordinate of the vortex at the current time t (here t* denotes the previous time 
plane) is 
Y v(t) = Y v(t*) + at (V v(t) + V v(t*)), 
2 (2.69) 
where it is assumed that an estimate of the displacement thickness l>*(Xi,t) at a given time t 
at every mesh point is known. The detailed formula to calculate fi*(xi,t) will be described 
in the next chapter. 
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Now we consider the second-order accurate numerical fonnula for equation (2.65) 
in the range (0,2). The value of R in equation (2.65) is selected as 
(2. 70) 
Thus the main part of the Cauchy principal integral in equation (2.65) will be expre~ed as 
R 
V Js,t) 
• X· - S l 
-R 
Defme 
ds = 
AX 
2 
( cos 1tS - 1 ) OA { Ue{S,t) ll. (S,t)} 
1r as 1f d/'.. 
tan{~ (1 - Xi)} - tan{~ (1 - S)} A s ( COS 1l'S - 1 ) 
-
2_ Ax 
2 
Ax 
2 
2 _ Ax 
2 
• 1fXi 
=sm-2 
2 _ AX 
2 
. 1Ts a { u ("" ) ~ • < A ) \ Stn 2 "" e s,t u s ,t J OS dA 
Ax 
2 
\ s . 
sin(~ (Xi - S)J 
. xx o ( • \ H(x) = sm 2 0 x ueex,t) 5 (x,t) 1 . 
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(2. 7 la) 
(2.71b) 
Therefore, equation (2.71a) can be rewritten as the sum ofN-1 integrals evaluated at each 
midpoint of the interval, where x.i - A{ s S s XJ + A2x. Moreover, H(x) can be expanded at 
the node x.i by using a Taylor series through to second order; it may then be approximated 
at the node x.i by using the central difference approximations, viz. 
Next the main part of the Cauchy principal integral can be approximated by setting 
S = XJ + µAx withµ ranging from ·J to~ as follows ( Peridier (1989)): 
N- 1 
• XXi , 
sm 2 L 
j = 1 
Ax 
XJ--
2 
N-1 
= sm _xx_1 L 
2 . 1 j= 
Ax XJ+-
2 
AX 
XJ--
2 
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Ax XJ+-
2 
AX 
XJ--
2 
(2. 72) 
N - 1 
= sin 1£;1 L H(xj) Ax 
j- 1 
N-1 
• 7rXi , a H(x) 
+sm- L 
2 j=I o X 
1 
2 
1 
--
2 
dµ 
sin {I (xi -Xj - µAx)} 
1 
2 
l 
--
2 
µ dµ 
(2. 73) 
Now let ~,J = Xi - Xj = ( i - j ) ~x. Equation (2. 72, 73) can be represented by the simple 
form below 
where 
l 
2 
a H(x) \ 
ex· ·H(x·' + A. · --
1,J il 1-'1,J a X Xj f' 
l 
2 
aij = ax 
dµ 
- -2 
d (~ (rij -µAx)) 
sin{~ (rij -µAx)} rr sin{~ (rij -µAx)} 
l _ l. 
--
2 2 
• 
1f ax 
cos - r· · -4 1,J 2. 
• 
. 
2 
sin 1C ax E·. -1,J 
• 
J 4 2 
2 
• 1rri j • rrax 
sm ' + sm --
= j_ log 2 4 
1r • 7C'ri,j • 1l'ax 
sm 2 - sm 4 
• 
73 
(2.74) 
, 
' 
. ,r ax 
sm- r· · + 4 , 1,J 2 . 
2 
I ' 
ax 
cos 1C r· · + 1,J 
' ' ' 4 2 
(2. 75) 
For small G,J, 
~i.j = (axf 
I 
2 
I 
2 
µdµ µ dµ = (axf 
sin {I (ri,j - µAx)) I (ri,j - µAx) 
_L _L 
2 2 
1 
2 
riJ. -µAx - ri,J. ~I ) -2Ax r· · 0\-µAx = - i,J log 
rij - µax n 1f 
1 
--
2 
Ax 2 
r·. - -l,J 2 
Ax 
r·· + -l,J 2 
• 
For ~,JO( 1), equation (2. 76a) may be efficiently calculated using the expansion 
3 1ff· · 
n(Ax) cot ( ;·1) 
~i,j ~ . 
24 sin (11'ri,j) 
2 
(2. 76a) 
(2. 76b) 
Evaluation of the asymptotic tails of the Cauchy integral in equation (2.65) are 
now considered here. First we suppose that V J..x*,t) has the asymptotic expansion as 
x -+ 00 given by 
asx-+ 00 
' 
as X-+ - 00, 
Substituting this into equation (2.65), we have 
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(2. 77) 
00 
-R 
00 
-R 
00 
VJs,t) ds + VJs,t) ds= ~ Uk ds + lk ds 
sk (xt - s) ' • • sk (x; - s) x1 - s x1 - s k•l 
R - 00 R - 00 (2. 78) 
• where "1 can be obtained from Xi at each node by using the transformation equation 
• (2.31). For Xi = 0, the coefficients of 0ic. and lk in equation (2. 78) become 
00 00 
ds -
---==---
- ds - -1 
-
sk(x; -s) sk+I k Rk 
R R 
-R 
' 
- 00 
ds = 
sk (xt - s) 
-R 
- ds - (-l)k 
-
sk+l k Rk 
- 00 
• 
(2. 79a) 
* For "1 'F 0, the coefficients of uk and It in equation (2. 78) are more complicated. If we let 
s R -R 
T = ---; , then T is from ---; to 00 or from - 00 to ---;-. Therefore, 
~ ~ ~ 
-R 
00 00 
• 
ds 1 dT -R 
x. 
1 
-
-
sk (x; - s) •k ' ,Jc{ 1 - T) ds 1 dT X· -1 
sk (~ - s) 
• 
R _R._ 
•k t1'(1-s) ~ 
* x. - 00 - 00 (2. 79b) 
1 
* ~ 
It should be noted here that we assumed R < 1. 
As x* - oo, the displacement thickness B* in the laboratory frame given in 
equation (2.60) approaches a constant value at a given time (Peridier,1989). This is 
* 
because the flow is stagnant there. Thus y* = 11* and U = erft {t>· The constant value of 2 t 
5* at the fixed time is given by 
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, . /' .," • .,'-:,.,- • • ,'- .: , .• i.. • 
00 00
 
• { 1 - err(,)} dC • 1 - erf y f>oo = dy* = 2 {i 2 ft 
0 0 
e· '
2 
- 1 
00 
= 2 {t C -C erf(C) - =2ff. fr 0 7r (2.80) 
This equation as well as equation (2.58a) are substituted into equation (2.61a) to find Vd 
as x• _. 00, i.e. 
(2.81) 
By using the binomial expansion, we have 
2 
• 1 2Yv 
Vd"' - 8 Yy(t)b 00(t) { • 3 - •s + .... } · X X 
(2.82) 
Considering equation (2. 77) and equation (2.82), we know that 
U1 = U2 = U4 = 11 = 12 = 14 = 0 and 
* 
U3 = 13 = - 8 Yv(t) ~00(t), U3 = 13 = - 2 Yv{t)2 U3. (2.83) 
The solution of k=3 and k=5 in equation (2. 79a) were given by Peridier (1989) as the 
following a 1 3 , b 13, a 1 5 , and b 1 5 , , , , ,
a· 3 = 1 
1, .3 2~ 
(2.85a) 
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) 
b· 5 = 1 x; 2. ~ 1-~ 2 • x; log x; + R 2 /\ 
I, 2x; s R R R 3 2R . R ' (2.85b) 
where ,C: = tan{; (1- Xt} for each mesh point, i.e. 0 sis N. This completes the second-
order accurate numerical algorithm for equation (2.65) at the ith interval node. The finite 
difference equation for Ut; is given by 
(2.86) 
At upstream and downstream infinity, Ue = 0. Hence Ue0 = UeN = 0 are the boundary 
conditions for equation (2.86). 
Equation (2.86) defines a set of linear algebraic equations for Ue at each mesh 
point and can be rewritten as a matrix form, viz. 
( I - A) Ue = B. (2.87) 
where I is the (N-l)•(N-1) identity matrix. The elements of the (N-l)•(N-1) coefficient 
matrix A are represented by 
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. (TIX1) . (1t'XJ-I) • (11XJ+l) 1T (1rXJ-I) SID 2 • SID 2 SID 2 
COS 2 
Ai,J = ~ bJ { 0.J-l 2Ax - <Xt,.i+i 2Ax + PiJ-l [ 4Ax 
. (11XJ-l) . (7rXJ) • (7rXJ+t) (7rXJ+t) 
SID 2 SID 2 sin 2 1tcos 2 
+ (Ax)l ]-2131,J (Ax)2 +Pt,.1+1f (Ax)2 --4-ll-X-]},(2.88) 
where 1 s i s N-1, 1 s j s N-1. The (N-1) constant vector Jl has components 
(2.89) 
Therefore at a given time the matrix problem equation (2.87) can be used to obtained Uq, 
i = 1,2, ... ,N-1 by using LU decomposition with scaled partial pivoting
 ( Forsythe, 
Malcolm, and Moler (1977) ). The numerical solution of the outer flow problem is now 
accomplished. 
The strategy of computing the entire interactive problem is based on a pred
ictor-
corrector scheme. The converged solutions at the previous time plane t* are k
nown. So the 
displacement thickness li* in the laboratory frame and the scaled displacemen
t velocity V d 
aue aue 
are calculated based on these. However, we do not know Ue, oX , ot , and Uv at the 
current time plane t. The coefficients r and Win equations (2.37a,b) cannot be 
approximated at time t. Consequently, in the predictor phase of the calculation
, we initially 
• • aue • 
take ue = ue and Uy = UV, while is estimated from ue. However, if w
e use the 
oX 
central difference method and set Ue == u; to approximate O~e at time i, it will obviously 
be ·equal to zero and is shown by 
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- . o Ue(xiJ,t) _ Ue(Xi,J,t) - Uc (,t) 
----
----
--- • 
ot & (2.90) 
This, of course, is a poor approximation. Therefore, in the predictor phase, we estimate 
aue - y • •-a 
ot at time t at ,,,J from U e and U e • The superscript "* - A" denotes the quantity 
evaluated at time t• -At, which is "lagged" a full time step. The "predicted" converged 
solutions can be generated. Subsequently the "predicted" ~· is produced and the 
• • 
"predicted" V d can be obtained by using Ue = U e. If we set Y v = Y v at this stage, then the 
"predicted" Uv and Yv are e.asily evaluated from equations (2.67,68). Through equation 
(2.69) the "predicted" Yv will be obtained. We substitute the new l>* and Y v into equation 
(2.87) along with equations (2.88,89). The "predicted" mainstream velocity Ue can then 
be solved. Now we calculate the "corrected" converged solutions based on the "predicted'' 
values. Because the good estimates of Ue and Uv are now available, rand W can be 
estimated more accurately at time t by directly using equation (2.90) without "lagging" a 
time step. After obtaining the "corrected" solutions, we eventually will yield the new 
"corrected" quantities using the same procedure described in the predictor phase. Then we 
can advance the computation to the next time step. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Chapter Three 
Results 
The previous chapter described (I) the numerical algorithms for the model problem 
discussed in Chapter One and (2) the method of obtaining converged solutions for the 
normalized velocity u(e, Tl,t) and the streamwise particle positions x(e, 11,t). The physical 
quantities, such as the normal distance ,(y*) (equation (2.32)) of each particle from the 
wall, the displacement thickness ~· in the laboratory frame, the stream function ll1, the 
vorticity w, and the wall shear rw, can be obtained from U(e,TJ,t) and x(e,11,t). The 
numerical methods to do this will be discussed here as well as the methods used to estimate 
the stream wise location of the singularity Xs and the singularity time t5• Before we can 
calculate the velocity of the outer flow Ue using the predictor-correct method, we must 
know the displacement thickness l>* at each mesh point. However, from equation (2.60) 
we know that the normal distance C(y*) must be obtained first, in order to evaluate the 
displacement thickness l>*. Therefore, we first discuss the method used to determine the 
normal distance. 
3.2 Normal Distance and Displacement Thickness 
The normal distance of each fluid particle from the wall can be determined through 
integration of the continuity equation (1. 74) defined on the infinite domain. Then equation 
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. 
. ,\ ·.-_;[ _.·:-~--- ·.< - ' ... :, 
( 1. 7 4) can be expressed in terms of the transformed variables defined in equations 
(2.31,32) as follows (the gradients in x*, e*, and 11* are defined in equation (2.33) and 
the gradient in y• is similar to equation (2.33c)) 
ueo<t> zc11> <ax a~ _ ax o~ > = 1. 
ueo<x> zct> oe 0n on at (3.1) 
Hence, equation (1.78) becomes the following equation in terms of the transformed 
variables along the characteristic curve x=constant 
_ dn _ d~ _ ds 
-- - - ----- -~;....._.--
Ueo(x) Z(~) ~ x~ + x~ ' 
de 
Ueo(e) Z(n) (3.2)\ 
wheres is a parameter along this constant x characteristic curve. We know that at t=t0 
(initial time) the characteristics are all vertical lines that will distort into curves at 
subsequent times. Fluid particles located on the wall will stay on the surface. Therefore 
integration of equation (3.2) can be started for some chosen ~ at time t. In the laboratory 
frame, the vortex moves with a non-uniform velocity Uv(t). On the wall, x* can be 
obtained through numerical integration of the following equation: 
at t = to, x* = e· ' 
fort> to and n* = 0, dx* dt = -UJt). 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
The constant x characteristic curves do not exactly pass through the mesh points. 
Therefore, if we consider the selection of a specific location ~o on the wall, a linear 
interpolation is generally needed to produce the value of x corresponding to this particular 
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contour. This is done by using the known x values at the mesh points around this selected 
.constant x characteristic curve.Initial conditions for integrating equation (3.2) are listCd' 
below 
at s = 0, (3.4) 
We choose the mesh spacing i~ = els in equation (3.2) and assume that the process has 
reached the kth point on the contour at (tk,nk) where C=Ck. In order to find the next point 
( l;k+ 1, 11k+ 1) on the contour, where C =l;k+ 1, a single step in arc length along each constant x 
contour is then taken to be 
AS= Al; . 
J (x~f + (x~)2 (3.5) 
Therefore by using a predictor-corrector algorithm, integration of equation (3.2) can be 
accomplished. The values of ek+ I, flk+ I and ~k+ I are first predicted by 
epk+l = ek + x11k 4S, 
Tlpk+I = 11t + Xet 4S, 
C k+1 = Ck+ (Ueo(x)Z(C) )k AS. 
P Ueo(e)z(11) 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
(3.6c) 
The coefficients of AS in equation (3.6) can be determined by using the bivariate linear 
interpolation formula. Lei (~,TJj) be the closest mesh point to the point ceic,11k) with l;i ~ eic 
and TJJ ~ 11k. Then l;k = ~ + p Al; and 11k = TJJ + q An, where p and q are positive numbers 
in the range (O,l). We note that the coefficients of AS in equations (3.6a,b) can be 
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evaluated by using second-order central difference formulae and the calculation of the 
coefficient of .AS in equation (3.6c) is straightforward because Z and Ue0 are analytical 
functions. Ifwe let D represent any coefficient of as in equation (3.6), then 
Dk= D( e/p.::\tri/q.::\ ri) = {1-p){l-q)Q.J+p( l-q)D1+1J 
+q( 1-p )Q,J+ 1+pqD1+ lJ+ 1 . (3. 7) 
With the predicted values of ek+t,rik+t and ~k+t from equation (3.6) and the recomputed 
values ])k+ I at the (k+ l)th point, the corrector algorithm is applied to obtain the more 
accurate results for l;, 11, ~ as 
X k+x k+l 
ec k+ t = ek + 11 2 11 .AS' 
X k+x k+l 
n k+ 1 = n k + e e as 
'IC 'I 2 ' 
(Ueo(x)Z(~) )k+(Ueo(x)Z(~) )k+l 
~ k 1 ~k Ue0(l;)Z(11) Ue0(l;)Z(11) + = + AS C 2 a • 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
(3.8c) 
The calculation proceeds in a step-by-step manner and eventually terminates at the first time 
when 11 ~ 1 or ~ ~ 1. 
Now we can use the results obtained from equation (3.8) to evaluate the 
displacement thickness 6*. According to equation (2.60) in terms of the transformed 
variables, 5*(x,t) along a constant x contour can be expressed as 
1 
* 5 (x,t) = 
0 
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i. -. ·, .• ,. ' . '•..:r 
1 - U(l;,11,t) 
Z(t) x=constant (3.9a) 
t 
2 7r Z(t) = 71' cos2( 2 t). (3.9b) 
By using the trapezoidal rule for integration of equation (3.9a), the displacement thickness 
is detennined by the foil owing formula 
N 
• 
l) ex,•>= L 
k=l 
(3.10) 
where N is the number of total segments along the constant x contour. lJk and lJk+ 1 can be 
determined from equation (3. 7). Note that near the "spike" at the latter stages, the additional 
points, which are selected by a systematic search procedure, must be introduced in order to 
resolve the tip of the "spike". 
3.3 Vorticity, Wall Shear and Stream Function 
The vorticity c.o(x.t,t) can also be solved by using equations (1.82) and (2.28) in 
terms of the transf onned variables. It follows that 
00 = _ (Ue(x,t) )Ueo(l!) Z(n) (ax au_ ax au). 
Ue0(x) oe on on oe 
(3.11) 
At any time step, equation (3.11) can easily be computed at any internal mesh point (~, 
Tlj). This is done by using the standard central difference formulae to evaluate the 
derivatives of x and U. On the boundaries l; = 0 or 2 and 11 = 1, the vorticity is zero. To 
find the zero-vorticity line at any time t, the vorticity at each mesh point is obtained from 
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equation (3.11 ). Then we systematically sweep the mesh points along lines of l;1 and a]ong 
lines of TIJ using Hnear interpolation to identify a set of zero-vorticity points (l;k, Tlk). 
Locations of w = 0 are thus detennined. 
The wall shear in Eulerian variables is defined by 
ou 
T (x* t) = -
w , ;\y* 
u y·=o 
• 
.. 
(3.12) 
We rewrite it in Lagrangian variables and express it in terms of the transformed variables 
with equation (2.28) as 
T = (Ue(x,t) )Ue (~) Z( ) (ax OU _ ax OU ) 
w Ueo(x) 0 11 a~ an 011 a~ ' 
at fl= 0. (3.13) 
Since on the wall (i.e. fl = O) x = t U = 0 and Z(O) = ;, equation (3.13) can be simplified 
to 
2 au 
Tw(x,t) = 1f Ue(x,t) . on 11=0 
(3.14) 
A third-order accurate forward-difference formula was used to evaluate the derivative with 
U(~,O)=O and equation (3.14) becomes 
( ) _ 2 u <x ) 1suce,an)-9U(~,2an)+2u(~,3an) Tw X, t - 1f e , t . 6liT) (3.15) 
Considering equation (2.28) and u = O'I', we see that ( in the frame of reference 
oy* 
convected with the vortex) 
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• • • _aw U e( X , t) U ( e , Tl , t) - U v( t) - · oy· 
(3.16) 
Again we use the definition of the subsidiary stream-function \jl given by Peridier ( 1989) 
It follows that 
~ 
U=O'V. 
ay• 
'P(x* ,y* ,t) = Ue(x* ,t) w(x• ,y* ,t) - y* Uv(t) , 
or in terms of the transf onned variables 
~ n~ 
'l'(x,~,t) = ue(x,t) \jl(x,~,t) - 1an 2 uv<t) . 
(3.17) 
(3.18a) 
(3.18b) 
Since we know U at each mesh point, the subsidiary stream-function \jl may be obtained by 
integration of equation (3.17).For a given value of ~o in terms of the transformed variables 
(x.~) along a conStant x characteristic curve, Wis given by 
to 
w<x,~,t) = U(~,11,t) 
Z(~) x=constant (3.19) \ 0 
The trapezoidal rule is applied again to obtain this integration and the recursion relation is 
(3.20) 
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....., 1 
where k = 1, 2, ... ( at the wall 'I' = 0). The streamfunction 'I' equation (3.18b) is then 
easily evaluated at various t locations all along a constant x curve. If we assume that the 
same mesh intervals At and All used in computing U and x are used here for Ax and At, 
then the stream functions for each mesh point are subsequently obtained. The instantaneous 
streamlines (i.e. 'I'= constant) can be plotted by using similar methods for plotting the 
zero-vorticity lines. 
3.4 Streamwise Drift Velocity and Determination of the Time and 
Location of the Singularity 
The singularity can be identified by the following two features; ( 1) from equations 
ox* ox* (1.80) and (1.81), we know that the singularity occurs when = 0 and = 0 at some a~ 011 
fixed time\, (called the singularity time) and (2) at this location we know from equation 
t. 
(1.82) that vorticity is also zero. The singularity must tie on the line of zero vorticity. First, 
we define the norm of the gradient in order to find the fluid particle (eM,llM) which has the 
minimum norm of the gradient. Second, we calculate the distance of point ceM,llM) from 
the zero-vorticity line. This distance decreases monotonicatly to zero as t approaches the 
singularity time fs. 
The gradient-norm function given by Peridier (1989) is listed below in terms of 
transf onned variables: 
(3.21) 
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Thus N approaches zero as a singularity occurs. As mentioned in Peridier's dissertation 
( 1989), N wilt not ever be exactly equal to zero due to the discretinition error. Let the point 
ceM,flM) denote the location of the minimum gradient-norm N at any time t. To find this 
point ceM,TlM), we evaluate the 'gradient-noon Nat each mesh point and use a systematic 
sweep of the mesh to find the minimum of N located at a particular mesh point. The six 
point formula of the bivariate interpolation is used to get the more accurate value of 
minimum N and, thus, the more accurate location of minimum N. Suppose that minimum 
N occurs at 
(3.22) 
Thus, the minimum N(~M,llM) can be expressed as 
N( l= n ) = q(q-1) N + p(p-1) N + p(p-2q+ 1) N ~M, I •M 2 I,J-1 2 1-1,J 2 I+ 1,J 
q(q-2p+l) + 2 Nr,J+l + (l+pq-p2-q2) Nr,J + pq N1+1,J+1, (3.23) 
where p and q are to be found. If we want to select p and q in order that N(l;M,T'IM) has a 
· · · (3 23) · r h d. · oN a N o rh· · mm1mum, equation . must satts y t e con 1tton op = (Jq = . ts gives two 
simultaneous equations 
(Nr-1,J - 2Nr,J + N1+1,J ) P + (Nr,J - N1+1,J - N1,J+1 + N1+1,J+1 ) q 
1 
= 2 (Nr-1,J -Ni+ 1,J ) , 
(Nr,J - N1,J+1 - N1+1,J + N1+1,J+1 ) P + (N1,J-1 - 2N1,J + N1,J+1 ) q 
1 
= 2 (N1 J-1 -Ni J+1 ). 
' ' 
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(3.24a) 
(3.24b) 
Solving equations (3.24a,b), we can detennine p and q. The coordinates of the minimum 
can then be found from equation (3.22). The minimum value of the gradient-nonn N can be 
obtained by substituting p and q into equation (3.23). To detennine the singularity time fs, 
the value of time twas determined when the minimum N lies on the zero-vorticity lin
e. In 
other words, the distance between the point ( eM, TJM) and the line of zero vorticity is near 
zero as t approaches t5• Thus 
as t-+ fs, (3.25) 
After p and q are detennined, the location of the singularity Xs and the normalized velo
city 
at the singularity U5 can be obtained by again using equation (3.23), but this time replacing 
N with x or U. Consequently, the streamwise location of the singularity, in a frame o
f 
reference moving with the vortex, is 
(3.26) 
The local streamwise drift velocity (-K) at the singularity, in a frame of reference 
convecting with the vortex, is 
(3.27) 
Ue and Uv are given by equations (2.62a) and (2.62b) for the interactive problem or 
equation (2.3) for the limit problem. This completes the discussion of the numerical 
algorithms used in this study. 
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3.5 Results for the Interacting Boundary Layer 
In this study, the results of the interacting boundary-layer model problem were obtained for 
Re=1os, 101, 106, and 105 using a mesh consisting of 20lxl01 points. The results are 
compared to those found in Peridier's dissertation (1989), who considered the same values 
of Re but used a coarser mesh with IO I x6 l points. Here the number 201 denotes the mesh 
points in the streamwise direction while the number l O 1 corresponds to mesh points across 
the boundary layer. All calculations were carried out in double precision on either an IRIS 
or Ardent TITAN computers. As mentioned before, in the early time stages of the 
integrations the interaction efTects were negligible and the solutions were obtained using the 
Eulerian calculation up to to = 0.25. In the spatial mesh there were 200 equal intervals in X 
equation(2.8) and 100 equal intervals in Tl (equation (2.20a)). Then the Lagrangian 
algorithm was implemented from the switchover time t0 through the singularity time t5• 
Note here that the mesh points used in the Lagrangian variables (e,TJ), defined by equation 
(2.31 and 32), can be easily obtained from the Eulerian mesh at the switchover time to and 
the calculation can then continue on. The numerical algorithm described in the previous 
chapter was used to advance the solution forward in time. At each time step several ( I to 6) 
iterations were carried out until the solutions for U satisfied the convergence criterion 
) 
equation(2.56) for all mesh points. The time steps used in the integrations for each Re case 
are listed in Table 3.1. 
All the contours of constant x look essentially the same for time t up to 0.55. This 
is shown in Figure 3.1. The displacement thickness 6* in the laboratory reference frame 
and the streamline plots are shown in the Figures 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. All 
details describing the physical features in these figures may be found in Peridier's 
dissertation (1989). The results of this study on finer mesh sizes basically confirms all the 
cases discused by Peridier ( 1989 ). However, a fmer mesh is used in this study 
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time Re• oo Re= 108 Re= 10' Re= 1<1> Re= IOS 
0.2500 0.00100 0.00100 0.00100 0.00100 0.00100 
0.5500 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 
0.6000 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00020 0.00020 
0.6300 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00020 0.00010 
0. 7000 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050 0.00010 0.00010 
0. 7500 0.00020 0.00020 0.00020 0.00010 0.00010 
0.8000 0.00020 0.00020 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 
0.8500 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 
0.9500 0.00005 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 0.00010 
Table 3.1 Time steps used for each Re case. 
( i.e. 20lxl01 mesh points instead of 10lx61 mesh points). For times after t=0.55, plots 
are given separately for each Re. This is done because strong interactions are beginning to 
emerge after t=0.55. Finally the stationary point will occur at the singularity time ts in the 
figures for contours of constant x which is different for each Re. Bifurcations of the 
secondary eddy and a tertiary eddy also will be observed in the streamline plots for Re= I ff> 
and Re= 1 os in the latter stages of the integrations. 
Other figures, regarding displacement thickness and streamlines, are given in 
Appendix A for each finite Reynolds number case from time t=0.55 to the singularity time 
tg. They all look virtually the same as found by Peridier (1989) who describes in detail the 
phenomena for each finite Re. The last part of this study is to compare the computational 
results for the interacting boundary layer with (i) the temporal and stream wise scales 
derived by Elliott, Cowley and Smith (1983) for the first interactive state and (ii) the 
predicted behavior of Tw, vmax and @max near x=x, as t-1s given by Smith (1988). The 
' 
results, obtained by using a simple linear regression analysis are given in Appendix B. 
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Chapter Four 
Conclusions 
The original RATFOR codes, developed by Peridier (1989) to solve the interacting 
boundary-layer problem associated with the model problem, have been successfully 
translated into FORTRAN and were then run on Unix wor~tations, namely the Silicon - , \ 
.-
- " 
Graphics IRIS workstation or the Ardent TIT AN. This saved J lot of computational time in 
obtaining the solutions for the unsteady interacting bounda&-layer problem, viz. Reynolds 
number is large but fmite. Calculations which originally required over a week on the LUCC 
mainframe computers can now be accomplished in a day. Furthermore, the original 
interactive plot routines have been replaced by using GRAFIC version 3.0, provided by 
United Technologies Research Center, to facilitate fast and convenient interpretation of the 
calculated results. 
The same Lagrangian numerical algorithms given by Peridier (1989) to calculate the 
interactive model problem discussed by Walker(l978) were carried out using (I) the finer 
mesh size, viz. 20lx101 mesh points in the transformed coordinates e and T) and (2) the 
smaller time steps shown in Table 3.1. The wall shear Tw is believed to be a reliable 
indication for the singularity time t5• Each singularity time for Re=I0
8
, Re=l07, Re=I06 
and Re=I05 is reported in Table B.1. There is a slight difference between the singularity 
time in Table 5.1 of Peridier's (1989) dissertation and Table B.I of this study. It is 
believed partially due to the tail portion of the Cauchy principal-value integral ~J (equation 
(2. 76b)).as well as the finer mesh sizes and time steps which are used in this study. 
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All figures in Appendix A are essentially the same as those shown in Peridier's
 
dissertation ( 1989 ). The phenomena for each Re has already been discussed by Peridier 
( 1989). It was confirmed in this study but the discussion is not repeated here. The result of 
this study for the time scale of the first stage of the interaction is consistent w
ith the 
predicted value described by Elliott, Cowley and Smith (1983). Finally, the quantitative 
comparisons with the asymptotic theory suggested by Smith ( 1988) were made by using 
the simple linear regression analysis in Appendix B. The results are generally con
sistent 
with the predicted values (Smith, 1988) for the interactive boundary-layer singularity. 
The Lagrangian formulation proved to be very effective in calculating the interactive 
boundary-layer problem for unsteady separation. This is because the method do
es not 
evaluate the normal velocity v and the normal distance y which eventually become l
arge in 
boundary layer equations and finally cause convergence problems in the numerical s
cheme 
of the Eulerian calculation. 
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Appendix A 
Plots for Each Finite Reynolds Number After time = 0.55 
When time increases beyond 0.55, the strong interactive effects start to influence 
the outer flow and the "thumb" region as mentioned by Peridier (1989) will form in the 
contours of constant X· The temporal displacement thickness E,* in the vortex frame 
starts 
to develop the "spike". For Re= I os two "spikes" will be observed near the singularity time 
as Peridier (1989) described in her dissertation section 5.3 pp.183. The instantaneous 
streamlines will also change considerably, for Re=I06 and Re=I05 (see Peridier's 
dissertation (1989) section 5.3 pp.189-204, the same phenomena was observed in this 
study as well). Therefore the figures after time = 0.55 will be shown separately for each 
finite Reynolds number in this appendix. All figures were produced on an I
RIS 
workstation using the software GRAFIC version 3.0 which was provided by Unite
d 
Technologies Research Center. 
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Figure A.8 (b) Displacement Thickness 5* at time= 0. 725 just after t5=0.7248 
for Re6 in the vortex frame. 
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Appendix B 
Comparison Between the Theoretical Results and the Computational Results 
In this Appendix, the computational results of this study will be compared with the 
theoretical results given by Elliott, Cowley and Smith ( 1983) for the first interactive state 
and Smith ( 1988) for the predicted behavior of Tw, vmax and <:>max near x = Xs as t -+ t5• 
Simple linear regression analysis will be used for this purpose. An IMSL routine called 
RLINE in IMSL STAT/LIBRARY chapter 2 pp.84 was used to obtain the present results. 
First, for Re -+ 00 , i.e. the limit problem or non-interactive boundary-layer 
problem, Peridier (1989) estimated the singularity time to be t5 = 0.9885. This will be used 
to carry out the simple linear regression on the data given in Table B. l. 
Re CX) Re8 Re7 Re6 Res 
ts 0.9885 0.9023 0.8224 0.7248 0.6333 
log(t5(oo) - fs(Re)) -2.451 -1. 795 -1.333 -1.035 
log(Re) 18.421 16.118 13.816 11.513 
Table B.1 Estimated singularity time, fs, for each case. 
The scaled time for the first interactive state, formulated by Elliott, Cowley and Smith 
(1983), was given in Peridier (1988) and is rewritten here as 
2 
~s = Rell (fs(Re) - fs(oo )), (B.l) 
where ~s is related to the breakdown time of the interactive boundary-layer problem. ~(Re) 
is the breakdown time at a fmite value of Re. fs( oo) is the breakdown time for the limit 
problem. Multiplying equation (B.1) by - 1 and then ta1dng the natural logarithm of both 
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sides, we have 
log(fs(00) - fs(Re)) = log(-t,s) - 0. 182 log(Re). (B.2) 
Therefore, the simple linear regression analysis was carried out on the foil owing 
log(t5(00) - fs(Re)) = a - b log(Re). (B.3) 
By using the tabulated data in Table B. l, the estimated values for a and b are 
a= 1.41 ±0.37, b = -0.206 ± 0.027. (B.4) 
The interactive time scale b is in agreement with the theoretical time scale -0.182 giv
en by 
Elliott, Cowley and Smith (1983). 
For "moderate" breakdown, Smith (1988) predicted that the temporal behavior of 
the wall shear will be 
I 
--
Tw(~) = C ( is - t ) 4' as t-+ fs, (B.5) 
where Tw(X5)max can be calculated by using equation (3.15). If we take the natural 
logarithm of both sides of equation (B.5), we have 
log( Tw) = log(c) - 0.25 log( fs - t ). (B.6) 
The computational results for Re= 1 os are listed in Table B.2. Then the regression an
alysis 
was applied to obtain the estimated value of slope b. This was compared with
 the 
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theoretical value of -0.25. 
t Tw log(Tw) log1.fs-t} 
0.8950 1.487 0.397 -4.902 
0.8940 1.454 0.374 -4. 791 
0.8930 1.419 0.350 -4.678 
0.8920 1.387 0.327 -4.576 
0.8910 1.356 0.305 -4.483 
0.8908 1.350 0.300 -4.465 
0.8906 1.3~~ 0.296 -4.448 
0.8904 1.338 0.291 -4.431 
0.8902 1.332 0.287 -4.415 
0.8900 1.326 0.282 -4.398 
0.8898 1.320 0.278 -4.328 
0.8896 1.314 0.273 -4.366 
0.8894 1.308 0.268 -4.351 
0.8892 1.303 0.265 -4.335 
0.8890 1.297 0.260 -4.320 
0.8888 1.291 0.255 -4.305 
0.8886 1.286 0.252 -4.290 
0.8884 1.280 0.247 -4.276 
0.8882 1.275 0.243 -4.262 
0.8880 1.269 0.238 -4.247 
Table B.2 Wall Shear near Xs for Re=l08 and t5 = 0.9023. 
From the tabulated data above with equation (B. 7) below, 
log{Tw) = log{c) - blog( t5 - t ), (B. 7) 
we found that 
log(c) = -0. 79 ± 0.02, b = -0.243 ± 0.005. (B.8) 
Thus, the slope b is close to -0.25. 
For the predicted behavior of the maximum pressure gradient near x = Xs, Peridier 
(1989) stated that 
-! (xJ = C ( t5 - t )· 1, as t-. fs. (B.9) 
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Similarly, 
log(-: (Xs)) = log(c) - I log( 1s - t ), (B. IO) 
where the pressure gradient can be obtained from the equation given by Peridier ( 1989) 
(B.11) 
The regression study was carried out on the equation (B.12) and used the data from J;able \ 
'· 
B.3. 
log(-:~ (Xs)) = log(c) - blog( 1ii - t ). (B.12) 
t dp 
- dx (xs) 
dp 
log(- dx (xs)) log(fs-t.1 
0.9022 33.523 3.512 -9.210 
0.9021 19.246 2.957 -8.517 
0.9020 10.844 2.384 -8.112 
0.9019 6.752 1.190 -7.824 
0.9018 4.906 1.590 -7 .601 
0.9017 5.-148 1.639 -7.419 
0.9016 4.853 1.580 -7.264 
Table B.3 Pressure Gradient near Xs for Re= 108 and t5 = 0.9023. 
We obtained 
log(c) = -6.52 ± 0. 72, b = -1.094 ± 0.089. (B.13) 
The slope b closely agrees with the theoretical value -1 . . 
· The temporal behavior of vmax was also carried out in the same manner as the 
studies on the wall shear and the maximum pressure gradient. V d is given in equation 
(2.61a) in physical coordinates and can be reexpressed as 
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(B.14) 
• 
where OB is calculated by the equation given by Peridier ( 1989) 
oX 
(B.15) 
-=-------
-- • 
The value e is equal to the interval size of the bisection-search procedur
e for ~*max· 
Therefore, e is halved at every iterate. The theoretical prediction is given by S
mith ( 1988), 
• 
via. 
V d <xs) = C ( ts - t )-1, as t -+. 1s· 
A regre~ion study for Table B.4 was carried out using equation (B.17). 
t 
0.8860 
0.8859 
0.8858 
0.8851 
0.8856 
0.8855 
0.8850 
0.8849 
0.8848 
0.8847 
0.8846 
0.8845 
0.8844 
0.8840 
0.8837 
0.8835 
TableB.4 
V d(x,) log(Vd(x.J) log(fs-t) 
2544-.94 7.842 -4.117 
2540.26 7.840 -4.110 
· 2.53.5.65 7.838 -4.104 
2531.08 7.836 -4.098 
2526.53 7.835 -4.092 
2522.03 7.833 -4.086 
2357.76 7.765 -4.057 
2354.73 7.764 -4.051 
2351.24 7.763 -4.046. 
.. 
2347.29 7.761 -4.040 
2342.90 7.759 -4.034 
2338.06 7.757 -4.029 
2332.90 1.155 -4.023 
2310 . .53 1.145 -4.001 
22.52.87 7.720 -3.985 
. ·. 2246.87 7.717 -3.974 
Induced Displacement Velocity near Xs for Re= 108 
and fs = 0.9023. 
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(B.16) 
log(V JxJ) = log(c) - blog( t5 - t ). (B.17) 
Then 
log(c) = 3.82 ± 0.27, b = -0.978 ± 0.068. (B.18) 
Hence the agreement between the theoretical predication -1 and b-0.978 is acceptable. 
For Re=I07, Re=l06 and Re=tos, the same procedures were performed again to 
obtain the values of b for Tw, vmax and <':.>max near x = X's as t -+ t5• The tables and the 
values ofb for each case are listed below. 
t Tw log(rw) log(fs-t) 
0.7245 7.134 1.965 -8.112 
0.7240 6.452 1.864 -7.131 
0.7235 6.315 1.843 -6.645 
0. 7230 5.635 1.729 -6.320 
0.7225 5.127 1.635 -6.075 
0.7220 4.751 1.558 -5.878 
0. 7215 4.408 1.483 -5. 714 
0.7210 4.108 1.413 -5.513 
0. 7205 3.887 1.358 -5.449 
0.7200 3.475 1.246 -5.339 
Table B.5 Wall Shear near Xs for Re= 106 and ts = 0. 7248. 
The regression study for temporal behavior of the wall shear near~ gives 
log(c) = 0.017 ± 0.225, b = -0.256 ± 0.036, (B.19) 
and the value b confirms the theoretical value -0.25. 
t 
-i(xJ log(- /x (xJ) 
0. 7246 96.740. 2.016 -8.517 
0.1245 76.307 1.965 -8.112 
0.7244 56.355 1.923 -7.824 
0. 4 43.9 1. - . 01 
0. 3 .3 9 1.8 - .419 
0.7241 33.029 1.867 -7.264 
TableB.6 Pressure Gradient near Xs for Re= 106 and ts = 0. 7248. 
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The regression study for temporal behavior of the maximum pressure gradient near Xs 
• gives 
log(c) = -3.08 ± 0.40, b = -0.905 ± 0.051, (B.19) 
and the value b is close to the theoretical predication -1. 
t vd<xs> log(VJxJ) log(fs-t) 
0.7230 2039.)9 7.621 -6.320 
0. 1225 1954.31 7.578 -6.015 
0.7220 1868.22 1.533 -5.818 
0. 7215 1785.04 7.487 -5. 714 
0. 7210 1683.55 7.429 -5.513 
0.7205 1608.12 7.383 -5.449 
0. 7200 1539. 73 7.339 -5.339 
0.7195 1441.07 7.273 -5.240 
0.7190 1389.30 7.237 -5.150 
0. 1185 1349.13 7.207 -5.067 
0. 7180 1307.63 7.176 -4.991 
0.7175 1261.30 7.140 -4.920 
0. 7170 1214.06 7.102 -4.854 
0. 7165 1167.70 7.063 -4. 791 
0. 7160 1123.11 7.024 -4. 733 
0. 1155 108l.08 6.986 -4.678 
0. 7150 1040. 75 6.948 -4.625 
0. 7145 1002.28 · 6.910 -4.576 
0.7140 13.80 2.625 -4.528 
Table B.7 Induced Displacement Thic~ess near Xs for Re= I ()6 
' .. : 
and 1s = 0. 7248. 
. . 
The regression study for temporal behavior of the maximum pressure gradient near Xs 
• gives 
log(c) = 1.90 ± 2.26, b = -0 .. 984 ± 0.434, (B.20) 
and the value b is close to the theoretical predication -1. However the standard error is 
relatively large for this estimated value. 
' -~-
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t 
0.8190 2.179 0. 8 
0.8180 2.119 0. I 
, 0.8170 2.0 6 0.721 
0.8160 1.998 0.692 
. 1 -
. 1 1. -
0.8130 1.863 0.622 -4.667 
0.8120 1.810 0.593 -4.566 
0.8110 1. 758 0.564 -4.474 
0.8100 1.709 0.536 -4.390 
1. 0. - . 1 
0 I. 1 • I - . 1 
0.8070 1.576 0.455 -4.173 
0.8060 1.536 0.429 -4.110 
0.8050 1.497 0.403 -4.051 
0.8040 1.461 0.379 -3.995 
0.80 0 1.42 0. 6' - .94 
0. 0 0 1. 90 - . 9 
0.8010 1.361 0.308 -3.844 
0.8000 1.332 0.287 -3. 799 
Table B.8 Wall Shear near Xs for Re= 107 and t5 = 0.8224. 
Again we have 
log(c) = 0.61 ± 0.07, b = -0.252 ± 0.014, (B.21) 
.. and it is close to the predicted value -0.25. 
t 
-%<xJ dp log(- dx (xs)) log{fs-
t) 
0.8219 25.961 3.521 -7.601 
0.8218 22.238 3.102 -7 .419 
0.8217 20.024 2.997 ·-7.264 
0.8216 18.593 2.923 -7.131 
Table B.9 Pressure Gradient near Xs for Re=107 and t5 = 0.8224. 
log(c) = -2.17 ± 0.35, b = -0.712 ± 0.047. (B.22) 
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The slope b somewhat deviates from the predicted result -1. 
t Vd(x,,) log(VJ:xJ) 
. l -
0.814 3 48.0 I 8.174 -4.841 
0.8140 3120.84 8.040 -4. 780 
0.8135 2902.20 7.973 -4. 722 
0.8130 2804.85 7.939 -4.667 
. 1 - . I 
. 1 0 1 - 6 • • 
0.8115 7.814 -4.519 
0.8110 7.811 -4.474 
Table B.10 Induced Displacement Thickness near Xs for Re= 107 r-~--,, 
' ' 
and fs = 0.8224. ' \ 
' 
log(c) = 3.26 ± 0.43, b = -1.005 ± 0.092. (B.23) 
The agreement is good between b and the predicted value, but the well-defined trend is not 
close to the singularity time. 
The last data set is for Re=I05 and is shown below. In this case the interaction 
between viscous and inviscid flows takes place suddenly, and it is difficult to evaluate the 
slope b for Vmax near Xs· 
t Tw log(Tw) log{fs-t) 
0.6310 5.505 1.706 -6.075 
0.6300 5.830 1.763 -5. 714 
0.6290 5.359 1.679 -5.449 
0.6280 5.135 1.636 ' -5.240 
0.6270 4.823 1.573 -5.067 
0.6260 4.595 l .525" -4.920 
0.6250 4.360 1.473 -4. 792 
0.6240 4.167 1.427 -4.678 
0.6230 3.997 1.386 -4.576 
0.6220 3.845 1.347 -4.483 
0.6210 3.710 1.311 · · -4.398 
0.6200 3.599 1.281 -4.320 . 
,-Table B.11 Wall Shear near Xs for Re= 105 and t5 = 0.6333. 
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• 
A regression analysis estimates that the ·value b is 
log(c) = 0.1 ± 0.14, b = -0.283 ± 0.028, (B.24) 
and it is close to the predicted value -0.25. 
t 
0.6332 43527.074 10.681 -9.210 
0.6331 24041.554 10.088 -8.517 
0.6330 18688.853 9.836 -8.112 
0.6329 12880.805 9.464 -7.824 
0.6326 5923.000 -7 .264 
0.6325 . 4603. 739 -7.131 
Table B.12. Pressure Gradient near Xs for Re= 105 and t5 = 0~6333. / 
• 
( 
the estimated value b is 
log(c) = 1.08 ± 0.59, b = -1.058 ± 0.074. (B.25) 
It is consistent with the predicted value -1. 
t ~ V dCxs) . _log(Vd(xJ) log1.'5-tJ 
0.6332 1870.03 7 .534 · -9.210 
0.6330 1026.48 6.934 -8.112 
•. 0.6328 829.02 6.720 -7 .601 
0.6326 730.33 6.·5.94 -7.264 . 
Table B .13 Induced Displacem~nt Thickness near ~ for Re= 1 os 
and fs = 0.6333. 
log(c) = 3.01 ± 0.22, b·= -·0.489 ± 0.028. (B.26) 
The estimated value ·of bis quite different from the predicted valu~ -1 in this case. 
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